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150 ft.
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EXTRA PLAY

150 ft.
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225 ft.
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9s. Od.
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5"

600 ft.

18s. Od.

600 ft.

21s. Od.

900 ft.

28s. Od.

5i*

900 ft.

24s. 6d.

900 ft.

28s. Od.

1200 ft.

35s. Od.

7"

1200 ft.

30s. Od.

1200 It.

35s. Od.

1800 ft.

50s. Od.

Send for copy of 'The Basis of
Every Good Magnetic Recording'
and the name of your nearest
Zonatape stockist.

ZONAL FILM (MAGNETIC COATINGS)LTD, ZONAL HOUSE. WESTFIELDS ROAD, W.3
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Stereophonic Tape Recorder
Here is brilliant engineering in sound. The Sony * 7i + 3J tape speeds
521. Here is perfection in dimensional recording * tape index indicator
and reproduction. The Sony 521. Here are the
many extras usually reserved for professional * instant stereo/mono switch
instruments—built-in amplifiers and speaker * tone control
units, two and four track play-and-record features * automatic cut-off
and trouble-free synchronous motor drive. The tit additional line outlet
Sony 521. Here are sensitive level meters and
split-second stop lever, assuring true fidelity, * headphone monitor jack
precise cueing and editing. The Sony 521.
* professional mixing
124 gns. including 2 dynamic microphones and all accessories

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
Detailed specifications on the range of Sony tape recorders are available from the
Sole U.K. Distributors: T E L L U X L I
I T E D A member of the K.G. (Holdings) Group of Companies
AVENUE WORKS, GALLOWS CORNER, COLCHESTER ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX. Telephone; Ingrebourne 43971

WORLD
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OFFERS

YOU

THE

CHOICE

OF

PRE-REGORDED TAPES
BIZET
CHABRIER
CARMEN
Symphony No. 5
a
X
31. Rimsky-Korsakov: 32. Star c.nst and orchestra
Schchcrazudc. Sir Eugene staec all the famous songs;
Goossens
conducts
die LSO of
in Getting to Know You, Hello
a brcailuakinu
performance
Lovers. I Whistle a
(his rich and exotic master- Young
Happy Tune. Shall We Dance,
piece.
Also on disc: mono/stereo A so on disc:
stereo

L'ARLESIEflNE
53. These two suites, containing some of Bi/ct's most thrilling music, are given magnificent
the
Sinfoniaperformances
of London byunder
Muir Mathicson.
Also on disc: mono/stereo
^

30. Ian Carmichael. Joyce
Blair. star cast/orchestra. As
Long asYourself,
He NeedsallMe.theConsider
hit
numbers from Lionel Bart's
great show.
Also on disc: mono,'stereo

39. Great ballot conductor
John Hollingsworlh and the
Sinfonia of London in a
sparklingly
fresh interpretation of Tchaikovsky's
famous
Ballet.
Also on disc: mono stereo

, NAT
^'KING
COLE

59 The silken voice of Nat
King Cole in Walkin*. Because
Never You're
Grow Mine.
Old. You'll
Baby
Won't You Say You Love
Me
and
S
more.
Also on disc: mono only
TCHAIKOVSKY

63 O
days,
sCarnival.
in My YcstcrHeart,
and
t more great
numbers played tv George
Shearing
with vocals b>
Dakota Staton.
Also on disc; m-

ESPANA
60 Ch_rr;ir > ; :
Esra-.a
S-;::andPas'.criie.
Jci-cusc Mar.-:-;
Be-rrcc
Fantasque ?•-. 5 r.r.eau
Theatre
Also on Orchestra
disc; r

—
33. b. .•.-•.en Mh.
her n; ; >cf Krips and LJ><i
-r-tcr.cs the trcmci
r • - r celebrated r
Also or. disc:

■s

PUCCINI

•i.

40. Superb singing ry Bruna
Rizzoli and Giuserrc Sa-i
with the chorus . f the Teat:
Nuovo di Milano and rchestra conducted by Nap.led.-..*
Annovazzi.
Also on disc: mono only
TOAST TO

52 Grid:; F:;:d? i.-.zi h:r
favourite
fr
including In M- L •.. ; 5 : —
Draper.
Sal.,
S
n;
■•
Mour.iatn
_cmono
ten ••-.-Also on d:tc:
only

*
ailacc. Joyce
» iin a
: .r Ininuy. r,ove
Lose
and With
all the
lh*s
A J= cr disc: mono/stereo

PIANO CONCERTO
-'r-

r

34. Stardust. How High the
Moon. Nearness of You.
"Round Midnight. King Da\id
—eight numbers by the
vibraphone genius. Lionel
Hampton.
Also on disc: mono/stereo

44. Leopold Ludwig and LSO
combine
brilliantly
exciting 'double*;
two of In
theanworld's
greatest
receive
vivid new symphonies
interpretations.
Also on disc: mono stereo

48. Deep in My Heart. Drinking Song. Serenade—all the
old favourites fresher than
ever with Marion Grimaldi.
Linden
and Orchestra.
Also onSingers
disc: mono
stereo

62 The best of Irving Berlin.
Easter
Parade.HowTheDeepGirlis
that I Marry.
the Ocean. What'll I do. S
more. Raoul Poliakin. his
orchestra
and mono
chorale.stereo
Also on disc:

VIOLIN CONCERTO
10 Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto. Tossy Spivakovsky
with Walter Gochr and London
Symphony
Orchestra
a superb
performance
of thisin
melodious,
work.
Also on disc: mono stereo

CHU CHIN CHOW
38. Hcrvcy Alan. Ian Wallace.
Marion
chorus
sing
the Grimaldi
immortal and
favourites;
Cobbler's
Song.
Robbers'
Chorus. Chu Chin Chow. etc.
Also on disc: mono, stereo

THE DI KE
58 The fabulous dyr.a.T.
Duke Ellington himself in
eight great numbers tr.cluding Stomping at the Sav.-\.
In the Mood and Honeysuckle
Also onRose.
disc: mono only

il Dvorak Symrh r.y n
5—From The New Wcrid
Leopold Ludwig conducts the
London Symphony Orchestra in a dramatic and mcvi.-.c
performance.
Also on dise: mono stereo

S2 3
-d.-r
---*/••••
IVre.-:St.:
Bavarian
v
hd-ctc
Gru.ncr- ;;
Also on
oc *

71 The
und 'f the
R.i:.:'.hir
Orchestra
3 ;n
:r
"and S*icr.dcr• x. -eh--'
V:. Desire Me—11
Ncls.n
T:

35.
River. Bill. Make
;r .n
. . -c-v
. many-mmore
thiswell-loved
famous
sung and
- ijed ->memorably
full star cast.
A:sc en due: mono/stereo

64 The unmistakable sound
f the Billy May Band in a
tremendous
Harrcned In selection
Monterey.—ByeIt
Bt-e Blackbird. Be Honest
with
y more.
Also Me.
on disc:
mono only

IJKKTHOVEN
lUGHT • MTHET1QUE • APPASSIO
1.3.

f
cv

£
TCHAIKOVSKY
PATHETIQUE'

13 Gershwin's Rhapsody in
Blue
and American
in Paris.
Pittsburgh
Symphony
Orchestra conducted by William
Steinberg. Jesus Maria Sanroma, piano.
Also on disc; mono stereo

65. Our Love is Here to
Slay.
of great
You.
GuiltyThe
andNearness
nine more
hits, all with America's top
vocal group, the fabulous
Four on
Freshmen.
Also
disc; mono only

JOSEPH COOPER
61 The world's 3 greatest
sonata s—B c c t h o v c n ' s
Moonlight, Pathctique and
Appassionata — superbly
played
by famous
pianist Joseph
Cooper.T.V.
Also on disc: mono only

^ A
50. Dai id Hughes. Barbara
Leigh.Indian
Andy Love
Cole and
sing
Ca!!..Ivrruv
Rrsc
Marie,
and
all
the
ether
tunes
from Friml's w el Moved
musical.
Also on disc: mono stereo

54 Tchaikovsky's last and
greatest
here
given a symphony,
splendidly ismoving
rendering by the Sinfonia
of London conducted by
Muir on
Mathicson.
Also
disc: mono stereo

smct
6 Full-cast
production.
Brand new arrangements.
Star artists sing Stranger in
Paradise, Baubles. Bangles
and Beads. This is My
Beloved,
etc. mono only
Also
on disc:
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THE GREATEST BREAKTHROUGH SINCE TAPE RECORDING!
privilege club price of 29/- (plus a small charge for post
and packing)—much less than you would pay elsewhere
for recordings of anything like this quality.
Your only obligation, as a Club member, is to agree to buy
(our more tapes (or 12' LPs) over the year. Beyond this,
there is no subscription or membership fee.
3, A PLANNED PROGRAMME.
Every World Record Club release is hand-picked by
an independent panel of Britain's lop musical authorities.
The Countess of Harewood. Lord Montagu of Beaulicu,
Sir Arthur Bliss. Richard Attenborough, Cyril Ornadel,
Ray Ellington, Leon Goossens. Malcolm Arnold, Steve
Race. John Hollingsworth, Antony Hopkins—and, as
special adviser on tape, Miles Hcnslow.
4, FREE MONTHLY MAGAZINE.
A monthly magazine, packed with fascinating musical
articles, reviews, news and pictuies, is issued free to all
members.
WORLD RECORD CLUB
5( SPECIAL CONCERT PRICE CONCESSIONS.
Many concert halls and theatres throughout the
country (including the Royal Festival Hall) allow special
7-POINT PLAN MEANS
concession rales to club members for many performances.
BETTER LISTENING FOR YOU!
6. FREE BONUS TAPES.
The more you buy. the more you save! After fulfilling
1, AN UNPARALLELED INTRODUCTORY OFFER.
the minimum membership obligations, you earn another
Choose now. any three of the superb 3? ips pretape
of your own choice free for every extra three you buy!
recorded (apes shown here, for only 10 • each and number
them on the attached coupon. (If you wish, of course, you
7
EXCLUSIVE
EXTRA RELEASES.
(
can choose 12' LPs instead. Both disc and tape arc the
In addition to the regular monthly selections, the club
same price.) Please send no money until after you have
offers members exclusive extra tapes at the standard Club
received, played and approved them. We want you to prove
price.
to yourself, before paying, that our tapes arc equal to the
world's best.
World Record Club is unique—the first and greatest
2, THE OPPORTUNITY TO BUILD A
Record and Tape Club in Britain, with the largest showUNIQUE TAPE COLLECTION.
catalogue (on tape and mono/stereo disc) in the world. No
The wrc programme, which you will receive with your 3
other method of tape—or record—buying offers you so
introductory tapes, offers you an exciting and varied annual
many additional benefits, so much freedom and variety of
repertoire of more than 60 selected releases, covering
choice, with no 'high-pressure' selling. And, of course,
classics, jazz, shows, ballet music, light music and 'pops'.
there arc no subscriptions or membership fees of any kind
Every one is a superlatively recorded l\ ips mono tape (or
—only a small deposit of £1 (later refundable) when you
12' Li'—mono and stereo). Each is offered to you at the
become a tape member.
Don V miss this great opportunity. Send off the coupon today, for your 5 introductory selections for only 301Here is the greatest World Record Club
introductory offer ever made ... a unique offer
never before matched by any record club or
company anywhere in the world!
EVERY ONE OF WORLD RECORD CLUB'S
UNRIVALLED RELEASES AS 12- LPs IS
NOW AVAILABLE ON 3J ips TAPE!
Now you have the opportunity to play any wnc
release on your tape recorder. Each of these 'tape
records' runs at 3; ips. mono, on 5" spools and
can be played on cither 2 or 4 track recorders. New
electronic techniques of tape-to-tapc transfer give
these 3J ips WRC pre-recorded tapes a standard of
reproduction unattainable previously at less than
7] ips.

7-DAY
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FREE

TRIAL

To WORLD RECORD CLUB (Dept. ATR4) Box 11
PARKBRIOGE HOUSE, RICHMOND, SURREY.
SEND NO MONEY NOW
32 ips
pre-recorded
capes

OFFER

S" today!

MY 3-SELECTION
'PACKAGE' COMPRISES
Choice No. I Choice No. 2 Choice No. 3

STEREO TAPE RECORDER
hear the fantastic reproduction of

STEREO

21

THE NEWEST,
TRUEST SOUND
ON TAPE TODAY!
Rcvolulionary new STEREO 21 prc-rccordod
tapes (7J ips twin-track) arc issued exclusively by
World Record Club. But they arc offered uilhoul
membership commilmenls of any kind. The first list
of all new stereo 21 releases is now available. It
features 30 superb stereophonic tapes ranging front
Beethoven's Eroica with Josef Krips conducting
the LSO, to a lavish full-cast production of
Oklahoma.
As always, wrc prices present unparalleled value
—all stereo 21 releases cost cither 50/- or 60,'depending on playing lime (up to 50 minutes).
stereo 21 tapes are now obtainable through
leading retailers or direct by post from World
Record Club. Send for full catalogue now—
stereo 21 must he heard to be believed.'
stereo 21
To WORLD RECORD CLUB (Dept ATR4)
80* 11 PARKBRIDGE HOUSE, RICHMOND, SURREY.
Please send me your free colour brochure,
showing the full range of your new
STEREO 2! releases.

12" LPs

Tick which you want
Please
send mc. wlihuui
oblisation.
7-day free must
trial, the
three
selections
indicated.
Your on
i selections
be
either oil tape or all dtsc.l IfI satisfied.
I will pay you 30/plus 3/- postaec. packins and insurance. Only at that stase
may
enroltomc
full member
of World
Club,you
entitled
all as
theabenefits
described.
My onlyRecord
obliRation as a member would be to agree to purchase 4 more
top
quality
3{
Ips
tapes
(or
I2'i.ps)
over
a
12-month
period at the special club price of 29/- each. If I am not
completely
selections.
I willandreturn
them to yousatlsllcd
within 7with
days,myin3good
condition,
owe
you
nothlnR.
NOTE I understand I will be asked to pay £1 deposit
when I become a lope member (this docs not apply to disc
members). This deposit is refundable.
Signed
this offer applies in Gl. Britain and N. Ireland only.

... AND IF YOU OWN A

(place tape disc key numbers only in the circles)
Tick here if stereo 12* LPs arc
required where available
□
Mr/Mrs/Miss
(block capitals please)
ADDRESS .

NAME
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

V^.l
v^v.
^:j
1^}
t?:!

•S>'
■Z-y
^■.1
^"•1

ADDRESS.
n1
vsx.r
Kaf.\
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1 SIMPLE TO OPERATE
Anyone can operate the Garrard system.
Controls have been simplified. There are
three positions only—PLAY—RECORD—
WIND.
2 MAGAZINE LOADING
No tape threading. No spilling. No
anchoring of tape. Just place the magazine
on the deck and it is ready to operate.
3 EASY STORAGE
The Magazine is the same size as an average
book. It fits neatly on a bookshelf using the
Library Storage Unit.
4 GARRARD TAPE POSITION
INDICATOR
Gives precise and accurate indication of
recordings on the tape.
THE

GARRARD

CONTINUOUS-EASY TAPE RECORDING & PLAYBACK
WITH THE GARRARD MAGAZINE METHOD
MAGAZINE TAPE DECK ACCESSORIES
Magazine containing 650 ft. Double Play Tape in container
Magazine only with one empty spool.
Reel of 650 ft. Double Play Tape
Garrard Spool only
Library Storage Magazine Container
Tape Position Indicator

ENGINEERING
SWINDON

&

MANUFACTURING
WILTSHIRE

CO.

£ s. d.
I 13 4
8 0
I 4 0
3 3
3 6
I 19 6
LTD.
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LONG PLAY MAGNETIC TAPE
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PLEASE SEND ME
DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET
NAME
ADDRESS
At 71 i.p.s. this makes possible uninterrupted
recordings of up to 96 minutes per track.

!

GEVAERT LIMITED,
Gevasonor Magnetic Tape Division,
Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex.
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Emiguide with

every Emitape Accessory Kit!

An 8/6 Emiguide—free, gratis and for
nothing! That's emitape's persuasive
new offer, and it's on till the end of
October. Your part of the deal?
Simply buy an Emitape Accessory
Kit. And when you think of what you
get for your 37/6 anyway, you'll see
what a chance this is. Three reels of
leader tape. One reel of metallic stop
foil, one reel of jointing tape. Jointing block. Two tape cutters. And a
special Emitray container. The complete box of tricks for the complete

tape man. And now Emiguide No. 3
into the bargain, tape-talk from John
Berwick on Editing and Jointing—
and a brand-new tape when you've
got his message.
8'6 offer running
until October 31st
HES m l/fc sa. p ^
E.M.I. TAPE LIMITED HAYES, MIDDLESEX

STOP PRESS!
Just published, "Emi tape
Guide to Better Recording". 56-page fully illustrated book by John
Borwlck. 2/6 from your
local tape shop or direct
from E.M.I. TAPE LTD.
(P.O. or cheque, NOT
stamps, please.)
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EDITORIAL
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THE month of September is generally regarded as a time of
great importance for the radio, tape and hi-fi enthusiast, and
certainly for all branches of the trades that cater for such enthusiasts. We have never properly understood why this should be,
but until someone explains to us that it is not so, we shall continue
to accept that fact that there must be something in it. There is the
annual radio show, of course, which sees August out and ushers
in September; and we must assume that a large number of very
interested people would not have approved this (to us) rather odd
timing for so many years, had it not been important. We have,
it appears, a season; and it begins in September. Sun-tanned
customers besiege sun-tanned dealers and try, test and buy all
the things they have been thinking about during the odd minutes
between sun-tanning. But, thank heaven, there are still quite a
number of weeks of potential good weather (even in the British
Isles) before the Summer is forgotten, and before the longer
evenings of Autumn and Winter provide the time for full enjoyment of our new electronic gadgets—and the sounds that they
produce for us.
Nevertheless, since this number marks the beginning of " the
season ", we think it is as good a time as any for talking about
some of the things that we (editorially) have in mind for this
magazine during the next six months or so. First of all, then, we
have in our files a number of very interesting constructional
articles, which we hope will answer at least some of the many
requests we have been receiving from our readers with do-ityourself hands. Next, we are working on a series of surveys
which will cover quite a lot of new ground in the tape and tape
recorder world and which, we think and hope, will provide some
particularly informative and interesting reading. More on this
score we cannot say at this stage, for very obvious reasons!
We hope to bring you more on the subject of tape recorder
service, too, both for amateur service people, and for dealers;
and our "Tape Recorder Workbench " series will tie-in with this.
A feature that we hope to develop, but one which depends
almost entirely upon the co-operation of our readers, is the
" How others use tape " title which we started some two years
ago. but which we were forced to drop because of lack of
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support. " Letters from Readerstoo, is far more of a lame
duck than it should be in a magazine of this nature, with so
many readers (Our latest, official circulation figure, " ABC
has just reached this office, and is 22,476).
When we first applied for ABC membership, a little more than
two years ago, we announced that we would keep our readers
posted about the results—good or not-so-good—remarking that
such results would be a barometer of progress and a prod to our
own efforts, as well as doing their primary job of providing our
supporters with official, reliable information. In the first six
months of our ABC membership our average monthly sales were
17,173. The latest figure quoted above is for the same period,
two years later, and it tells us that we have added 5,303 new
readers to our total—an average of about 220 each month.
Whether you are one of the new readers of The Tape Recorder,
or whether you have been with us since Vol 1 No. I, we thank
you sincerely for your support, and we hope with equal sincerity
that you enjoy the editorial features that we have planned for
the months ahead.
COVER PICTURE
LONDON is the first city in the world to be systematically
surveyed for noise. The information obtained will be useful
for town planning generally, and especially to architects when
making provision for insulation in new buildings of all kinds in
the central area.
Information about noise levels at selected sites throughout
central London is also being recorded for use in particular town
planning problems, such as assessing the noise effects of elevated
motorways and heliports, and for siting hospitals and other
buildings where noise may be detrimental to their use.
The London Noise Survey is being conducted by the Building
Research Station, of the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, and the London County Council. Two vans, with
equipment which includes EMI TR52/2 professional tape recorders
are sampling noise levels for 100 seconds once an hour over a
24-hour period at each of 540 points. The work has continued
since early in 1961 and more than 350 sites have already been
monitored. The cover photo shows a research worker studying
a pen recording of the noise levels.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The subscription rate to The Tape Recorder is 21/- per
annum (U.S.A. $3.00) from The Tape Recorder, 99
Mortimer Street, London, W.I. Subscription + Index, 24/(U.S.A. $3.25).
327

HERE
AND

AND

THERE

EVERYWHERE
decided that the policy of holding the show in a hotel would
continue. The next London Audio Festival will be at the Hotel
Russell from April 18th to 21st, 1963, and would close an hour
earlier at 7 p.m. instead of 8 p.m. on the last day.
A ballot was held to elect a new committee and the following
firms filled the nine places: Acoustical, Armstrong, E.M.I., Ferrograph, Goodmans, Leak, Lowther, Rogers and Tannoy, Representatives of British Ferrograph and Tannoy acting as chairman
and vice-chairman respectively.
Grundig Talent Competition
TN conjunction with ABC Cinemas, Grundig (Great Britain)
*- Limited announce a mammoth nation wide tie-up with the
new musical film " The Music Man ".
A Grundig " Music Man" Talent Contest to find the best
amateur musician in the country is open to all music loving
youngsters under the age of 20. Auditions will be held in 250
leading ABC theatres throughout the country and the winning
soloist or group will be recorded and the tape entered for one
of the eight Regional Finals. The eight regional finalists will
come forward for the National Finals and an audition by ABC
Television.
Prizes include eight Grundig tape recorders to the value of
£450 plus a substantial cash prize.

•f

Music, Movement and Mime Classes are now being held in
a number of schools throughout the country. Here the headmaster of a London school briefs his class. The tape recorder, a
Grundig TAT.830 is used for preparing programmes.
STC at Wimbledon
■pOR over 30 years the sound amplification and distribution for
the Wimbledon Lawn Tennis Championships has been the
responsibility of the Public Address Department of Standard
Telephone and Cables Limited.
STC equipment feeds all sound, except commentaries, from
the Centre Court and Courts Nos. 1, 2 and 3 to the BBC and
into the Wimbledon distribution system generally. It feeds a
ring of monitoring loudspeakers from which the electric scoreboards are operated; it provides facilities for car park calling,
turnstile control, emergency police control, and an overriding
call system under the control of Col. A. D. C. Macaulay, the
Secretary of the All England Lawn Tennis Club.
An elaborate telephone system is also installed by STC to link
each umpire with the chief umpire and the referees' room, and
also to link the pay-boxes and turnstiles.

A.P. Films Studio
SOUND recording for " Superear "—the popular children's
television programme being shown in this country and the
United Slates of America—has been carried out on tape recorders
manufactured by EMI Electronics Ltd. This puppet programme
is produced by A.P. Films Ltd., of Slough, who run one of the
busiest studios in England. A special electronic synchronisation
for character voices—super marionation—is achieved by using
EMI TR90 tape recorders and special electronic lip movement
equipment.
The picture, (Page 335). shows one of the same recorders currently being used by A.P. Films in the production of their new
children's television series—" Fireball XL5 ". It is anticipated that
this series will be an even greater success than " Supercar ".
Two TR90 tape recorders are used for the purpose of recording
all the characters' voices. The same machines are then used for
playing back the voices in conjunction with the electronic mouth
movement, when the voices are transferred to 35 mm film, the
tapes are again replayed from a TR90 in order to maintain the
quality and avoid any variation in sound.

E.M.I. Form New Company
Electric and musical industries limited
announce that they have formed a new company, E.M.I.
Sound Products Limited operating from Hayes, Middlesex.
The Domestic Sound Division of the company will be marketing a new range of quality sound equipment under the E.M.I.
trade mark. This will include a series of portable record reproducers, tape recorders, stereo reproducers and specialised
" packaged" units. The products will be marketed through a
limited number of Wholesale Distributors now being appointed.
The new company will include a reconstituted Component
Division which will continue to market loudspeaker units,
motors, playing decks, etc., mainly for manufacturers and the
export market.

New Premises for Francis of Strcatham
IT was not long after the establishment of their Tape Recorder
shop at 169/171 Streatham High Road. S.W.16, that Francis
of Streatham found it necessary to take further premises for a
much demanded Hi-Fi department. This was at 181 Streatham
High Road, but it quickly became apparent that the premises
were not sufficiently large to cope with business.
Francis of Streatham now announce that they have taken far
larger premises immediately next door to their Tape Recorder
shop for their Hi-Fi department and that the company's address
is now 169/171/173 Streatham High Road (telephone no. STR
0466/0192). In charge of Tape Recorders is Mr. Douglas Francis
with Mr. Barry Francis in charge of Hi-Fi.

1963 Audio Festival Dates
XyfR. REX HASSEN, the Festival Director, staled that "A
ivl very high interest was being maintained in the London
Audio Festival and Fair, some 39,600 people visited the 1962
exhibition of which some 1,400 were overseas visitors and 2,000
British Trade Representatives." This information was given to
the exhibitors at the Annual General Luncheon held recently
at the Hotel Russell, London.
The meeting, presided over by Mr. R. W. Merrick, British
Ferrograph, decided that the question of holding a Northern
Audio Fair in 1963 would be left to a postal vote. It was also

R.S.G.B. Exhibition
'"THE Radio Society of Great Britain's Exhibition in future will
be called International Radio Communications Exhibition and
will be transferred to the Seymour Hall, Seymour Place, Marble
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Arch, London, W.I. It will be held earlier this year, and for a
period of four days, from Wednesday, October 31, to Saturday,
November 3rd.
A special display of home-built equipment will be shown and
as in other years, Silver Plaques will be presented for the most
outstanding home-constructed radio equipment and for a manufacturer's outstanding equipment contribution to the radio world.
The Armed Services, and it is expected Government Services,
will again show latest developments and offer educational and
recruiting services to all visitors. Exhibitors will be requested to
feature latest developments to members and the public in communications, components and latest low noise U.H.F. valves,
transistors, aerials, Hi-Fi and television, also test gear.
•
»
•
High Fidelity in Gennany
VI FITH the object of improving the quality standards of the high' ' fidelity reproduction of gramophone records, magnetic tapes
and radio broadcasts, the dhfi, Deulsches High-Fidelity Institut
e.V., an incorporated association, has been formed at Frankfurt
(Main). Germany has thus followed the lead set by the United
States, where the establishment of an Institute of High-Fidelity
Manufacturers has provided considerable stimulation to transcription techniques and to the encouragement of music in general.
The dhfi is a non-profit-making organisation, and its terms of
reference include the maintenance of quality specifications and
standards of measurement to protect the concept of High-Fidelity
from debasement and falsification, and to stimulate the efforts of
engineers, designers and manufacturers to enhance the quality of
sound production.
Public demonstrations of high-fidelity sound are to be arranged,
critical listening encouraged, and a forum provided for music lovers and professional musicians to discuss their technical problems
with experienced sound engineers. The Institute is to publish
bulletins at regular intervals, for the information of members, the
trade, Press and the listening public.
All activities to further the development of high-fidelity sound
techniques, and to bring them within reach of the general public,
are to be fostered.
*
w
*
Henlhkil at D.I.Y. Exhibition
XJTEATHKIT announce that they will be demonstrating their
••• Hi-Fi equipment at the Do-Il-Yourself Exhibition at Olympia,
London. September 7th-22nd.
«
a>
*
Canard Sales Manager Resigns
'"PHE Garrard Engineering and Manufacturing Co. Ltd. announce
that Mr. G. Spark has resigned his position as Sales Manager
of their Tape Deck Division, This will take effect from August
31st. Mr. E. W. Mortimer, who is of course very well known in
the industry, will from that dale be responsible for this division.
♦
•
*
London Studio has World Radio Programmes Taped
X TEWS ffashed across Europe to London before breakfast is
' edited, recorded and transmitted by direct line to New York.
A commentator can speak to any part of the world using G.P.O.
cables or short-wave transmitters at Berne.
The organisation behind this network is Stagesound Ltd.,
whose well-equipped studios overlook London's Covent Garden.
Following a recent delivery, by EMI Electronics Ltd., of 15
RE.301 tape recorders, over 50 EMI machines are now involved
in these operations, which consume three-quarters of a million
feet of Emitape every week.
Originally supplying London theatres with tailored sound effects,
Stagesound now record radio programmes in 63 languages for
transmission throughout the world. Many of the programmes are
transmitted direct from the studios by G.P.O. private lines or
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The picture shows an operator at Stagesound Ltd., London,
checking the recording before transmission overseas. The recorder
is an EMI. TR.90.
short-wave radio to overseas networks. In other instances edited
tapes are delivered to radio stations at home and abroad.
Broadcasts of important events like royal weddings and major
sporting fixtures are often transmitted live to the United States,
France and Belgium. Stagesound supplies a regular programme
service to New York for the R.K.O. Network and Mutual Broadcasting Service, and for some 2J- years has been responsible for
all news sent over the air from Europe direct to these two stations.
A multi-tape copying channel that uses 17 EMI tape recorders
makes copies of either monaural or stereo tapes at any speed
and produces up to 500 copy tapes per day. The two master
machines are EMI type TR.90 recorders having various head
set-ups so that they are capable of replaying tapes of full track,
top track, bottom track or stereo recordings. Two machines are
used so that two tracks of unrelated recordings can be transferred to the copy tapes.
A control unit is provided to control the level and frequency
characteristics of the copy tapes. The desk feeds 15 EMI RE.301
tape recorders for copying purposes. These are often kept running
for weeks without respite.
Hi-Fi
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a window overlooking the route of the Carnival procession to
the show ground and, using a Simon SP4 with a Beyer 119 mike,
made a commentary on the procession. The Carnival Queen was
drawn to the show by two of the famous Whitbread Greys—
Crown and Anchor—who take part in the Lord Mayor's Show.
On the show ground, the recording party consisted of June
Turner, Peter Duddridge. John Yeates, John Ticker, Harry
Foleder and Reg Watkins. Recorders in use were two Philips
3585's. two Stella equivalents, two Fi-Cord lA's and a Stuzzi with
microphones by Philips, Grampian, STC and AKG. Interviews
with the Carnival Queen and her mother; the driver of " Firefiy "
—a sixty-year-old traction engine; a former Stroud resident who
had come from Stroud, Australia, to present the prizes to the
champion brick-thrower; " barkers " at the side-shows and many
others were recorded, together with the noises of the fairground,
marching bands, Punch and Judy and all the tun of the fair.
Special efforts were made at the brick-throwing contest, the
team being interviewed before and after the event, and the
commentary on the P.A. system taken down.
Later, these recordings and others made before and after the
Show will be edited into a feature, using tape of the highest
quality to preserve for all time the atmosphere and personalities
of the Stroud Jubilee Show.
Details from P. D. Turner, Cave Collage, Oakridge Lynch,
Stroud, Glos.

i

L

The Tricolumn speaker was used recently at the Northampton
Tape and Cine Club. The secretary, R. C. Foster {left), and the
chairman, C. W. Percy (centre), decided that a closer examination
was called for.
'"PEAMS—each with a car and a portable tape recorder—consisting of members of the North London Tape and Hi-Fi
Club got out and about at a June meeting, when the club held
its first sound hunt.
A time limit of one hour was set for members to bring back
10 varied sound effects which included a bus starting bell, the
chirping of birds, the revving of a motor-cycle, shop-doorway
bell, engaged tone on a telephone, an electric train and the voice
of someone—not a member of the club—giving the winner of
the Derby. And everyone who took part in the event had a
good laugh at how some of the sound elfects were obtained!
The tape of interviews and sound effects made at one of
Enfield's largest fetes, Forty Hill Rose Fayre, has since been
played back at a meeting of all those who helped at the event,
stallholders and organisers. About 60 of them attended the tape
playback.
Having learned a great amount about how to exhibit a stand
at a large local show, the club is testing its resources further at
the Enfield Show on Friday and Saturday, September 14th and
15th, this year. The club meets every Wednesday evening
(7.45 p.m. to 10 p.m.) at Bush Hill Park School, Main Avenue,
Enfield, Middlesex. Details from R. Collinson, 30 Ridler Road,
Forty Hill, Enfield, Middlesex.
«
•
*
COME time ago the Colswold Tape Recording Society was
approached by the Gloucestershire Red Cross with a view
to establishing a message service for patients in hospital and
residents in old people's homes. The society was, of course,
delighted to co-operate, and one of the first assignments was a
session with some sixteen of the residents at Orchard House—a
new and very delightful home at Bishop's Cleeve, near
Cheltenham. Several replies having been received to these tapes,
Orchard House was again visited on July I7lh to continue the
exchange. Peter Duddridge interviewed Miss J. Munden, Welfare
Officer to the Red Cross, and also several of the old folks who
had received messages.
Saturday, July 21st, saw the twenty-fifth Stroud Show, and
the society was asked by the Show Society to produce a picture
in sound of the Jubilee Show, partly for local archives, and
partly for transmission to Stroud, Oklahoma—one of the four
Strouds participating in the annual brick-throwing contest: the
others being in Australia and New Zealand. The C.T.R.S. therefore literally went to town. Peter Turner ensconced himself in

•

•

•

' I 'HE Soundhunlers though not a club as such, are probably
busier than any tape club. Present meetings are at least
twice a week. Four old-folks' homes are visited regularly with
a pre-recorded programme. This programme takes the form of
about 90 minutes of old-time records, out-and-about recordings
made on battery recorders, documentary material, etc. Several
nights each month are devoted to scripting, compiling and
editing the programmes which include much requested material
asked for by the people at the homes visited.
Another activity taking up much time is the building of a
recording studio so as to further improve the quality and
slick-running of the programmes for presentation. Much lime—
and up to four evenings a week have been put in by the
Soundhunters in converting a room above a Wakefield shop which
has not been used for over 30 years- into a sound-proofed,
acoustically improved recording room. The walls and ceiling
have been completely covered with cardboard egg trays.
Together with specially-fitted shelving, fluorescent lighting, fitted
carpet, and so on the studio takes on a most professional
appearance. This will be in use shortly.
Once the studio is being used—further programme material
will be compiled. The group have been invited by the Wakefield
Broadcast to Hospitals Service to compile several hours programmes for transmitting on close-circuit. The programmes
will be made at the discretion of the group and when completed
considered for the Hospitals Service. No doubt if they are
considered suitable, further programmes will be compiled.
Already much recorded material has been compiled including
recordings made at a Yorkshire zoo, and a circus. The group
have a very large collection of old recordings. These were obtained when the local newspaper recently published a letter
pleading for old records, which could be used in the old folks'
homes programmes. About 500 of these were donated, and
together with an already well-stocked library of tapes and
records of music, documentary items, and material recorded by
the Soundhunters locally—many hours of programmes can be
compiled, and a steady flow of entertainment can be provided
both for playing at the homes, and for transmitting to the hospitals. Further details can be obtained from M. Storey, 331
Horbury Road, Wakefield, Yorks.
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XyJEMBERSHIP of the South Birmingham Tape Club is now
growing rapidly and it has been decided to hold future
meetings at new premises. The opening night at the Breedon
Cross Hotel, Pershore Road, Birmingham 30, will be marked by
a stereo demonstration given under very much better acoustic
conditions.
The club has recently held a Garden Party at the home of
the secretary when they were able to meet members of the
Warwick and Leamington club.
Providing hospital programmes has become a major activity
and local places of interest have been covered including a trip
up the Lickey incline, Go-Kart racing and the opening of the M5
motorway. A visit is shortly to be made to a gliding school.
Further details are available from /. T. Gilbert, " Wood cote,"
Box Trees Road, Dorridge. Solihtdl, Warwickshire.

>-

Vi
V

THE Rugby Amateur Tape Recording Society has been notified
of a tape recording enthusiast in Evreux, France, which is
twinned with Rugby. This person, M. Jacques Maupas, is coming
to Rugby in August and it is hoped that his visit will coincide
with one of the August meetings so that members can present
a slide show about Evreux complete with tape recorded commentary, which has been prepared. If this is arranged, an invitation will be sent to members of the Twinning Committee to attend
the meeting.
The society now has another overseas member, having
accepted an application for membership from Mr. John-Kenneth
Kristoffersen, of Oslo. Norway. Kenneth, only 18, has already in
the space of under a year formed 18 tapesponding contacts all
over the world, one in each country only, and has joined three
tape recording organisations. He has already sent a 3 in. tape
which will be played back at a club meeting as soon as time
permits.
The Committee have decided that the second tape recording
course will start on September 27lh and cover the normal fortnightly meeting dates during October and November, thus ending
on December 6th. There will be a charge of five shillings for the
course to non-members. Meetings commence at 8 p.m. at the
Red Lion, Sheep Street.
Final details have yet to be announced but the first session
will be a talk on the history and development of tape recording,
and other sessions will deal with correcting recording difficulties,
how a tape recorder works, the manufacture of tape, programme
construction and editing; and interviewing technique.
The names of the persons to present the sessions will be
released shortly together with confirmation of the order of sessions
and the dates respectively. This is intended to provide a basic
knowledge of tape recording, and as before, a glossary of common
terms will be prepared for reference of those taking the course.
At the meeting of the management committe on July 26th, the
resignation of the treasurer, Mr. A. W. Lovett, was reported. Mr.
Lovett was responsible with the present secretary for the initial
moves in getting together a nucleus of tape recording enthusiasts
from which resulted the formation, in May 1958, of this society.
At that time, Mr. Lovett was elected to the committee and shortly
afterwards he became treasurer. Pressure of other commitments
has forced Alec Lovett to relinquish this office although he will
remain a member of the society. Mr. C. E. Crane has been
appointed treasurer.
Further details available from M. Brown, 219 Clifton Road,
Rugby.
•
«
*
'T'HE Phoenix Drama and Tape Recording Society held its
-*• second annual general meeting on Tuesday, July 10th, 1962,
at the Guildhall, in Windsor. One of the decisions made was
that the name of the Society should be changed to the Windsor
and District Tape Recording Society. This was done to give the
organisation a location, not present in the original title.

A member of the North London Tape and Hi-Fi Club recording
an interview with the owner of a traction engine.
The society welcomed two new full members to its meeting,
Mr. L. Doran and Mr. T. Pywell, secretary of the Canadian
Red Cross Memorial Hospital, Taplow. Mr. Pywell will be a
particularly valuable member in so far as the society's fortnightly
service to his hospital is concerned. This service is quite new,
and it is intended to increase its scope and the frequency of visits
as soon as possible.
Further details can be obtained from W. A. C. C. Smith, 73
King's Road. Windsor, Berkshire.
*
W
*
TNETAILS of the first National Tape, Cine and Audio Rally to
be held in this country is announced by the Northampton
Tape and Cine Club. The event will be held on October 6th at
the Central Methodist Rooms, Regent Square, Northampton. A
Traders and Manufacturers Exhibition will be open from
10.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. The rally will be held in the adjoining hall
from 2.30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Demonstrations will be given by various tape recorder manufacturers. Periods of 15 to 30 minutes will be allocated for
lectures and separate rooms will be available for cine demonstration.
Programmes for this interesting event will be available by
mid-September, but further information can be obtained by
contacting the secretary, R. C. Foster, 17 Shakespeare Road,
Northampton.
•
*
•
A DEMONSTRATION of the Philips Starmaker and the
Grundig TKI was given by Hugh Lanes, a club member,
to members of the Middlcton Tape Recording Club.
This was followed by the replaying of two tapes received from
the Jersey and the West Herts Clubs. The members are very
interested in exchanging tapes with any other clubs throughout
the country. These should be sent to G. E. West. 187 Oldham
Road. Middle ton, Lanes.
»
•
•
New Clubs
A NEW tape recording club has been announced in the Ashford,
Middlesex, district. Any reader interested in joining should
contact P. Nash, 35 Linkscrofl Avenue, Ashford. Middlesex.
*
♦
•
A NEW club has recently been formed under the title, B.I.C.C.
Ltd., (Helsby) Tape Recording Society. Future plans include
the recording of a wedding and it is also hoped to stage a
demonstration stand at the local Horticultural Show. Further
information can be obtained from: M. Stilton. 5 Sandringharr
A venue, Helsby, Warrington, Lanes.
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Capture a moment of delight on holiday ... capture happy times anywhere, any time,
exactly as they happen. With Philips Battery Tape Recorder you can take instant, lifelike
snapshots in sound ail summer long. Come October, you'll own an album of sounds you'll
keep playing for years to come. See your Philips dealer about this fine recorder today.
G N S Supplied complete with microphone, 3" reel of DP tape and empty
24 (excluding
batteries) 3" spool. Optional extra; carrying case and strap 45/- complete.

WADE IN HOLLAND

PHILIPS Battery Portable Tape Recorder
RECORDS AND PLAYS BACK ANYWHERE ANY TIME
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head impedance, tape speeds, microphone impedance, etc.. could
then be discussed. Then, perhaps, heads could be manufactured
so that full or quarter track versions could be fitted simply by
plugging in the different types depending on the recording required. This would greatly assist most amateur recording
enthusiasts!
Yours faithfully.
•
•
•

. . . about reader's equipment

... about a tape exchange
From;—K. Haughton, IS Kensington Park Gardens, London,
WJU.
Dear Sir:—I have a small tape recorder, which takes a 31 in.
spool. My chief interest is foreign languages. I would be very
happy if I could exchange tapes with a person in France, Germany
and Spain. May I ask if you know of an address in these countries
which I could approach? Thank you for any assistance you may
be able to give me.
Yours faithfully.
Can any reader help? (.Editor).
*
*
•
... about this magazine
From;—D. G. Bishop, 10 Elmhurst Drive, Hornchurch, Esmx.
Dear Sir:—There are three times as many useful pages worth
keeping in Tape Recorder than in any other British tape recording
magazine. This is the result of having to throw out the surplus
pages to give more room. Excellent value for Is. 6d!
Yours faithfully.
*
*
*.
... about 2- and 4-track
From:—A. Ferguson, 2 Crown Street, Eastbourne, Sussex.
Dear Sir:—With reference to Mr. Casburn's letter in the August
issue of your magazine, it would seem that, if he is satisfied with
4-track recording and considers it Hi-Fi, then he must be a pretty
non-technical lay listener, and I thereby endorse the views of Mr.
Jefferson. I do not see that with the use of adequate amounts of
tape one need lose, as Mr. Warner Allen puts it, silly high frequencies or part of Wagner's Ring. I might add that I am constructing a 2-track stereo recorder and would not dream of making
it 4-track.
I might add also that if there were not " abnormal" people
who listen with their ears two inches from the speaker and have
ambition to strive for the impossible, then we would still be
placing a half ton pickup on a varnished cardboard record.
Yours faithfully.
•
•
*

From: E. W. Stober, 13 Park Lane, Duston, Northampton.
Dear Sir:—I am enclosing a picture of my equipment which 1
hope will be of interest to some of your readers.
The cabinet houses a Shirley Laboratories TWA 1515 tape
amplifier (as described in your series of articles by Mr. A. W.
Wayne), Shirley Laboratories P.M. Tuner, Wearite 4S tapedeck,
Garrard 301 turntable and Decca ffss pickup. A small amount
of spare room would permit the inclusion of a TV sound tuner.
It is quite easy to lower the hinged tray to permit complete
access for disconnection and removal of amplifier, power pack and
tapedeck for outside recording purposes. The tapedeck and
gramophone motor boards are fitted with carrying handles for
easy removal and placing into waxed ply frames fitted with
wooden bearers on the inside. When recording or playing back
away from home I carry the amplifier in a waxed ply carrying
box with sliding panels front and back to permit access whilst
the amplifier is in use.
Although the speakers are not included in either picture 1 would
mention that they are Goodmans 3 stage systems housed in the
Capriol enclosure of Record Housing and the sound of the complete system is very satisfactory and I think pleasing to the eye in
so far as appearance is concerned.
Yours faithfully.
•
•
•
... about recording standards
From: K. Johns, 21 The Avenue, Wanstead, London, £.11.
Dear Sir:—Over the years a considerable amount of space
has been given in The Tape Recorder on the subject of two-track
and four-track tape recorders. With one or two exceptions it
appears that four-track machines are favoured by the manufacturers in the lower price range. This for a start is completely
the wrong way to approach the subject. The most important
thing in four-track recording is to have an efficient tape transport
system that moves the tape past the heads at a very constant
speed and also accurate tape guides and pressure pads (if used).
To produce an efficient deck with these features alone would
cost up to £40 to £50.
Working on these principles, tape recorders in the region of
£150 could be produced using four tracks if required. Machines
priced from £50 to £100 should be two-track and machines under
£50 should be full-track.
This will, of course, bring correspondence on the subject of
tape costs. The answer to this would be that people would then
use more tape and the prices should come down!
The solution to all the problems of tape recording could best
be solved by forming a standards committee, Problems such as

... about scripts
From:—C. B. Jones, 79 Ashley Road, Epsom, Surrey.
Dear Sir:—In using my tape recorder for party gatherings
I have found that considerable interest and amusement is created
in the recording of a short play for four to six persons and
lasting about 20 minutes. I have some difficulty in thinking up
and preparing such a play and should like to know how other
readers have solved this problem and are there any such scripts
available in book form?
Yours faithfully.
THE WAL D-MAr.. head demagneiiier.
long nylon covered probes. 12.10.0
WAL GAIN transistorised pre-amplifiers.
Mono £S. Stereo £7,10.0 and Hi-Gain
(latter CCIR equalised).
£7.16.0
THE WAL BULK ERASER. £7.18.6
Availablefrom all leading dealers (Wholetale indude T.D. A B,. London, and
A. C. Farnell. Leeds).
WELLINGTON ACOUSTIC LABORATORIES LTD.
Famhaa. Surrey (64611
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look! a NEWvox!
Meet the Truvox 60—an excitingly styled new portable, replete with the
features and performance of the best top-price recorders . . . yet this
custom-built Truvox sells for only 39 guineas! ■ There are two versions
of the new Truvox: the R62 (twin-track) with speeds of 3} and 1J ips. and
the R64 (four-track) with speeds of 7J and 3i ips. The frequency response
at 7J ips. is 40-14,000, signal to noise—40dB and wow and flutter better
than -25% ■ The Truvox 60 offers full Mixing, Monitoring and Superimposing facilities, 4-digit footage Indicator, Auto-stop (no foil required!),
Pause Control—and operates with T reels. There is a roomy storage compartment in the lid, too, for two extra reels. ■ But no description can
convey to you the fine sound of the 60. No photograph can properly
demonstrate the clean, well-proportioned lines of its styling. These subjective factors, beyond the specification, we call The Truvox Touch. It's THE
the extra quality engineered into every Truvox tape recorder. It's something you must see, hear and feel for yourself.

R62 twin-track (3i and
II ipa)
R64 four-track (71 and
3} ipa)
39
complete with microphone. 7' reel of tape and
gns
recording lead.

TRUVOX
Send now for leaflets showing all the tape
recording equipment with The Truvox Touch:—
TRUVOX LTD., Neasden Lane, London, N.W.10
TRRI

TOUCH
starts where the specification leaves off
334

By Richard Golding
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GREAT things are happening in the world of 8 mm. Optical
sound on this gauge has been establised at last, and it now
threatens to change completely the set and prevailing pattern of
only separate-tape sound or magnetic stripe sound for the home
user.
In April of last year, I reported that Doctor John Maurer of
New York had successfully recorded an optical track, 25 thousandths of an inch wide, in the area between the perforations
and the outer edge of 8 mm filmslock. The listening results were
said to be clear and satisfactory at 24 fps, but the whole operation was to be regarded simply as an experiment. Not much more
was heard from the Maurer organisation about this until the
other week, when indications were given that an 8 mm optical
sound projector with new type sprockets and modified picture
size would be launched on the American market shortly.
Meanwhile, in Japan (and this may have motivated the above)
the 8 mm optical sound projector has actually been produced
and is available on certain markets at a price around £50. The
National Council of Churches' Audio-Visual Centre in Tokyo
was one of the first bodies to take advantage of this and has
arranged the purchase of a number of machines together with a
good supply of religious sound films for use in African church
communities.
The machine is the Toie Talkie 8, made by the Toie Motion
Picture Co. of Tokyo, and it has a photo-transistor in place of
the usual P.E. cell, a 21.5 v, 150 w Tru-fleclor lamp, and a 6 watt
amplifier consisting of one transistor, 2 normal type valves and
2 silicon diodes. The weight is about 20 lbs. A magnetic stripe
attachment and a dual speed control is designed for future
models.
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The photo shows the set for the new series of children's television programmes " Fireball XLSFurther details can be
found on page 328.
powered by a separate motor from that driving the rest of the
mechanism plus, additional, loosely sprung sprockets to ease
film strain.
Home-Movie Benefits
Assuming that 8 mm optical sound has indeed arrived, we
should now consider what advantages there are to the nomemovie sound enthusiast. One obvious advantage is that prices of
the availing systems must drop considerably, from competition at
least. It could be argued that if an optical projector can be produced for as low as £50 then the £150 plus of the mag/stripe
projector does seem rather high; but that argument does not
really count for much, because (1) the £50 figure is not realistic
for the U.K. for it does not take into account the cost of freight
or distribution and, (2) the basic mechanism of the optical projector is much more simple than that of the magnetic stripe projector.
In the past, 8 mm has had to struggle on alone, unaided by
the vast resources of Industry and Education, except perhaps
where experience with 16 mm equipment has shown the way
to be followed. The important fact now is that 8 mm is being
recognised as a serious gauge, and that is calling for more
development by A-V authorities all over the world. Leading
manufacturers in Europe, such as Technicolor of London (desktop projectors for education) and Ercsam of France (medical research) have already shown great confidence in 8 mm. In the
U.S.. 1,200 desk-top 8 mm projectors were recently ordered by
the Ford Motor Co alone, and 85 individual American sponsors
have promised to supply 8 mm magnetic sound prints for use by
U.S. commercial attachfe abroad.
U.S. Government Invest Dollars
In America in 1961, industry, Government and other bodies
invested 415 million dollars in A-V aids generally. The total
amount spent on 8 mm sound equipment and striped films during
that year, however, was under 1 million dollars. By the begin-

Optical Sound Track Problems
Laboratory and Library circles in this country are not really
very excited about this prospect at the moment, preferring to
wait and see how the Japanese and Americans have solved the
problems inherent with optical sound on this gauge.
It has always been considered that the low velocity of 8 mm
film running at 24 fps, with only a speed of 3.6 i/s and the loss
of peak sharpness on the photographed track, does not allow
even reasonable quality of sound to be obtained. A comparison
may be made in this respect when we consider those 16 mm
films, with optical tracks recorded at 16 fps, in this year's Ten
Best show. The linear speed of these was 4.8 i/s and the sound
quality was hardly first class even though the optical track printing was up to standard. Added to this problem of counteracting
low linear speed is the fact that, as the track is recorded adjacent
to the perforations, a series of flats—rather than the perfect arc
needed—is bound to result as 8 mm film, slimmer and with twice
as many punched out holes as 16 mm, passes over the soundhead.
The Japanese photo-transistor may have helped to ease the
problems of obtaining a high frequency from a very narrow
slit-width and may be effective in cutting down light-scatter in
8 mm emulsion. The Maurer development of track placement
(whether the modified picture size indicates that an entirely new
position for track placement has been found or not) together
with a highly efficient sound-head may have solved some problems of wow and flutter. The flats may have been overcome by
scanning slightly off the sound-head rather than on it. It will be
interesting, at least, to find out how they have beaten the speed
problem. An assumption, for there are no specifications apart
from the ones I have given above, is that some new method
of driving the film through the sound-head may have been introduced into the system—possibly by friction from a capstan
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skill can achieve

For almost a thousand years before our calendar began the Celts grew
to be one of the greatest races of all time. Yet a mystery surrounds
their culture and is evident in their art, of which this silver brooch is a
typical example. The wonderful intricacy of design seems filled with
some profound but inscrutable meaning. The great quality of skill and
craftsmanship arc however unmistakable.
In Mastertape, also, the qualities which outstanding craftsmanship
and skill alone can produce arc evident to the most discriminating
connoisseur of fine sound recording and reproduction. In fact Mastertape
is the end product of nearly thirty years research and development by a
British pioneer company in recording techniques. Mastertape is specially approved by GRUNDIG (GT. BRITAIN) LTD. for use on their
machines, as well as by many other leading tape recorder manufacturers
Those who really ce for fine recording always insist on Mastertape.
Obtainable from your local dealer or, in case of difficulty, write to the
address below for your nearest stockist.

3/iitUk MadlMfflpP

Mastertape

Mofeai Sound Seiuie

M.S.S. RECORDING COMPANY LIMITED, COLNBROOK, BUCKS.
Tel.- Colnbrook 2431
A MEMBER OF THE
GROUP OF COMPANIES

Semi for free full colour brochure of useful hints ami list of tape prices am! accessories
Aimiluir Tupv Recording & Hi-Fi

edge as far as quality sound reproduction goes, and it is with
pleasure and some relief that I welcome the recent I.A.C. findings on a code of practice for this system.
The I.A.C. Code of Practice
Because of the increasing use, particularly by amateurs, of
magnetic-sound tapes as a medium for adding sound to narrowgauge films, the Institute of Amateur Cinematographers considers it desirable that methods of synchronising be laid down
in order to ensure interchangeability from one set of equipment
to another.
Various methods of sound track assembly may call for differing methods of obtaining synchronisation, and the intention of
this code of practice is to ensure a common method of identification, coupled with a standard method of reproduction in
synchronism with the film during projection. Observance of the
rules the code lays down for leaders, start marks etc., will be of
great help in preparing films for competition entry and I summarise some of the most important points below.
Definitions: Perforated-tape is standard-play magnetic tape perforated towards its lower edge with sprocket holes spaced at
16 perfs per 3i inches. Start Marks should be points on the
film equal to an interval of not less than ten seconds in advance
of the first visual and points on tape equal to an interval of not
less than three seconds in advance of the first audio signal.
Leaders and Run-Outs: Film Leader. Every film shall have a
black spacing between the start mark and the first visuals. In
advance of the start mark there shall be 6 feet (for 9.5 mm and
16 mm) of 3 feet (for 8 mm) of leader. Preferably this should
be white or transparent with the title of the film marked.clearly
at the beginning. Where this leader is black or opaque, white
lettering should be used for legibility. Film Run-out. Every film
shall have at least 4 feet (for 9.5 mm and 16 mm) or 2 feet (for
8 mm) of black run-out following the " end " title.
Tape Leader. Every tape shall have at least 5 feet of leader in
advance of the tape proper. The title of the film with which it
is to be used and the tape speed shall be clearly marked at the
beginning. Tape Run-out. Every tape shall have at least 3 feet
of run-out at the end of the last wanted audio signal. Film Marking. Every film shall be clearly marked with a start mark. This
shall consist of black lettering on clear film covering two frames
and at least ten seconds in advance of the first visual.
Tape Marking. Every tape shall be clearly marked with a
start mark at least 3 seconds in advance of the first audio signal.
This shall consist of black lettering on a white insert at least
i inch in length and approximately 5 feet from the end of the
leader. The full code can be obtained free (3d. stamp for postage)
from the Hon. Secretary, I.A.C., 8 West Street, Epsom, Surrey-

SOUND <£ CINE—(continued)
ning of 1962, however, the number of non-theatrical films available on magnetic stripe was rising above the 150 figure and the
number of entertainment titles was over 60.
Once 8 mm optical is an established fact and accepted, at least
by Education, the Labs may be suddenly inundated with orders
for several million copies of films (their problem, of course, will
be in a clear track transfer). A factor to be considered in this
demand will be the public library service.
Increasing Interest by Libraries
Public libraries the world over are becoming increasingly
aware of the importance of A-V teaching; in Denmark, the
Statefilm Bureau provides all central libraries with 16 mm projectors for the use of film study circles; in the U.S., the Motion
Picture Association of America makes films available to library
authorities so that they can be loaned to organised groups. In
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Lectures and Courses outside London
The following lectures and courses arranged by the
British Film Institute for September will be of interest
to Sound and Cine readers living outside London.

5 FT. _

September 8lh. One-day Film Festival, subject: "The
Critic ". Lecturer—Alan Lovell. Organised by Bournemouth
Film Society at Cranford School, Wimbome, Dorset.
September \2th. 7.30 p.m. Subject: "The Film of the
Book " given by Matthew Turner. Organised by the Newbury Film Society.
September \3ih. 8.30 p.m. Subject: "Production of a
Film" by Bill Everett. Organised by Bishop's Stortford
Townswomen's Guild.
September 25lh. 7 p.m. (commencement of a course of
12 evening session). Subject: " The Art of the Cinema ".
Tutor—Derek Eastaway. Organised by Watford Technical
College.
September 29/30r/i. Weekend course on World CinemaLecturer—John Hunlley. Organised by the County Borough
of East Ham Education Committee at Debden House,
Loughton, Essex.

this country, the cheapness of the 8 mm optical projector together
with the low price of 8 mm optical sound prints could enable
most public libraries to augment their services to local organisations by having a supply of readily accessible information on
sound films.
Advertising, too, may be a great factor in the increased use
of 8 mm sound. Whereas, the Heath de Rochefort Corporation
in America have found it possible to give away free an 8 mm
mag/stripe projector with each set of " Parlons Francais", a
complete course of 8 mm striped sound films for French instruction in schools, so advertising might find it possible to present
free copies of 8 mm optical sound films to home users possessing the appropriate apparatus for screening.
Present 8 mm Equipment
The possibilities seem limitless, but despite the revolution that
it must make throughout 8 mm cine, owners of separate-tape
or mag/stripe systems should not worry unduly about obsolescence for a long time to come. Separate tape must have the
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GRUNDIG MODELS, PART 2

By H. W. HELLYER
may find it easier, when doing this, to release the end-springs /,
but as these are held by two spring dips, easily broken by
clumsy removal, it may be advisable to juggle with the three
items simultaneously. A word of warning here—lay the loose
assembly on bench or table in its correct, i.e. working, position,
or you may find yourself attempting to solve a Chinese puzzle
when it comes to reassembly. Anyone who has tried this
operation will know exactly what I mean! We leam by
experience.
Undo the two fixing screws K, which secure the selector
switch bracket, unhook spring L from the tape stop lever
and remove the bracket. Note the position of the cam M
relative to the switch spindle, and remove it. This is most
important.
Unhook the tension spring N from the interlocking bar (or
from the pillar). It is easier here to unscrew and remove the
spring pillar completely. Withdraw the interlocking bar P.
Release the tape stop lever by removing its circlip, and both
the belts can now be changed easily. Remember to reassemble
in reverse order and check functions of cams and levers in
the various switch positions before reconnecting to the mains.
Other models, such as the TK25, have a less complicated
sequence, but also require that the plate be lifted and swung
out of the way to enable the belts to be reached.

VlT'ITHOUT a doubt, the fault that is most vexing to
'' amateur and professional alike is the broken, relaxed or
misshapen belt. Readers may recall an amusing photograph on
Page 473 of the November 1961 issue of The Tape Recorder.
This showed the Grundig " black museum" of repairs, and
included broken belts joined by thread, and improvised belts
that once graced the innards of a vacuum cleaner and the top
of a preserve bottle! It is hoped that present company, however
vexed, are more concerned with doing things properly.
To this end, it is necessary to know how the various drive
systems are arranged. Fig. 1 shows a selection of the popular
drive belt systems used by Messrs. Grundig, with a key to the
symbols, including cross-sectional shape of the important bells.
In the last article of this series, fig. 2 showed the motive
system of the TK20 and 25 range, and was followed by a few
words on belt care and maintenance. But it has been pointed
out that replacement of belts—or even their removal for
cleaning, heating, etc.—needs more than a layout diagram.

A

Grundig TK9 and 12
A pair of machines that have not yet been mentioned, but
are worthy of our attention, are the TK9 and 12, which have
the facility of recording and playing back in both directions.
These are half-track machines, employing two RJP heads and
two erase heads, recording top track, left to right, and bottom
track, right to left. The directional changeover is electronic,
as is the speed change from 7f i/s to 3J i/s on the latter
machine, by selection of the appropriate motor windings.
To facilitate this dual-direction working, the pulley arrangement, as can be seen in fig. 1, is quite interesting. The unidirectional drive pulleys are made in such a way that the
upper section of each will only rotate in one direction by
locking to the lower section. They are coupled individually
to the lower halves of the spool carrier clutches, but the lower
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There are a number of parts overlaying the belts, and often
a sequence of stripping operations that should be followed. A
case in point is the changing of the clutch and fast wind belt on
the TK5 and TK8 models. This range seems to have given the
most trouble to readers, mainly because they are reluctant to
remove the cams and levers and disconnect springs, and unsure
of the order in which this dismantling should occur. Referring
to fig. 2, the following procedure can be adopted. (Fig. 2 is a
" skeleton layout" diagram, not necessarily to scale, drawn
to show the essential parts, with extraneous details omitted.)
First, set the selector switch to " Offunhook spring A,
remove circlip B and lift the pressure roller arm away. The
latter also bears the RjP head pressure pad.
Next, remove screws C and move the switch unit with its
press buttons sufficiently to clear the baseplate, and unscrew
the fixing screw D. Ease both brake levers back at their outer
end to release cam followers F from cam G. The whole centre
mounting plate may now be swung over to the right. Take care,
when doing this, not to fracture the head connections or to
damage the fast wind indicator lamp.
Take off the position indicator belt and remove the circlips
H that hold the two fast wind levers. If the levers and the
brake cam are lifted slightly, the fast wind belt can be slipped
from its pulley, which lies beneath the rubber-tyred pulley, I.
To continue the complete belt-changing operation, it is now
necessary to remove the fast wind levers and the cam G. You

CLUTCH DniVE
BELT.

-CENTRIFUGAL SWITCH.
CAPSTAN BELT.

□
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FIG. 3.

pulleys of the U-D assemblies are mutually coupled with a belt
that is driven by the motor spindle, via flywheel and coupling
pulley.
To break down the sequence, when recording, left to right,
a braking action of the left-hand spool is obtained by the
appropriate U-D pulley refusing to rotate anti-clockwise. This
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J inch. Then take out the flat belt complete with capstan
plate. Unscrew the capstan bearing. It is now possible to
replace the flat bell and assemble the motor, taking great care
to ensure the belt is running in the centre of the capstan. Note
that the position of the washers will affect this. Check that
the centrifugal switch is closed with the motor at rest, and
opens when the motor runs up to speed.
On another range of machines, the 819, 820, 830 group, the
centrifugal switch is even more important, performing several
relay-switching operations. It is most important that the contacts
be clean and making correctly, and if intermittent faults are
reported on these tape recorders, always ensure that the centrifugal switch is performing properly.
Grundig TK14
Queries about the slackness of the TKI4 drive belt may be
simply because of familiarity with " normal" tensed belts. This
machine used a triangular section drive belt in the earlier
production runs. This has since been superseded by a circular
section belt, not so likely to become twisted and cause wow
and flutter. Any Grundig agent should be able to obtain and
fit the new-type belt.
The TK14 drive system demands that as little pressure as
possible is exerted on the motor pulley, thus a slack drive belt
is used, and it is vital that alignment of pulleys be accurate.
Centre line of the flywheel and motor pulley grooves above the
chassis should be 14.5 ± 1 mm.
To make sure of the motor pulley level, first measure the
flywheel groove distance and get it accurate. Then, with the
machine disconnected, of course, wedge the rotor and grip
the motor pulley. Pull the pulley upwards on its spindle with
an anti-clockwise twisting action, then carefully screw-push it
down with a clockwise motion until it is at the right level.
This up-and-down action is the only way of ensuring that, when
the motor commences to run, the pulley level will remain true.
Finally, complaints about static interference from belts in
the TK30, 35, 55 and 60 range usually prove to be caused by the
flywheel belt, and can often be cured by application of a little
graphite to the belt. But the manufacturers have gone one
better, supplying an anti-static shield, which can be screwed
to the top of the deck chassis, just behind the head connections
(i.e., in front of the left-hand spool). A Grundig agent will be
able to obtain and fit this modification.
H. W. Hellyer

holds the lower clutch pulley of the left-hand assembly static
and the weight of the tape on its spool causes friction of the
felt beneath the upper half of the clutch assembly with the
clutching plate of the lower half. The take-up spool, however,
has torque applied; the U-D pulley rotates anti-clockwise and
drives the lower clutch pulley. At
i/s, the speed is approximately 650 r.p.m. but slipping friction lakes place, proportional
to the weight of the tape, keeping the pull reasonably uniform.
Thus, if take-up is sluggish, the felt in the upper section of the
clutch should be checked. A similar braking action is obtained
during Fast Wind, but take-up is assisted, as will be explained.
For transport in the opposite sense, right to left, the action
is clockwise, lower clutch static on the right-hand spool, now
the supply spool, and free on the left-hand spool.
Fast Wind operation is obtained by the appropriate take-up
spool being locked in a solid assembly. This is accomplished
by a solenoid built into the lower clutch, which energises during
fast wind, lifting the clutching disc and virtually binding it to
the plastic insert of the clutch spindle. During fast wind the
motor is fed from the 260 volt winding of the mains transformer. whereas it normally receives 165 volts, from a lower
tapping. A braking voltage is applied to the solenoid during
" temporary stop " operation.
Centrifugal Switch
There is one interesting departure from this. When the
Record or Playback function is first selected at 7^ i/s, the motor
starts on the higher voltage tapping. But a centrifugal switch,
actuated by the motor spindle, opens as the motor picks up
speed and operates to release a relay, which selects the lower
voltage tapping.
Mention of this centrifugal switch brings us back to our main
theme of belt replacement, for the procedure of changing the
capstan belt on these machines can result in damage to the
switch unless carefully carried out.
Referring to fig. 3, it can be seen that the flat belt to the
capstan assembly cannot be lifted over its pulley without
damaging the switch vanes. But removal of the switch will be
more difficult than the following method of operation.
Take the motor from the machine. Unscrew the capstan
plate, noting the positions of the spacing washers for exact
reassembly. Unscrew the stator plate and lower the stator about
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Grundig Cub. Belt sections, circular.
KEY
L—Left-hand spool.
R—Right-hand spool.
M—Motor spindle.
I—Idler pulley.
UP—Drive pulley.
DS—Drive spindle.
FW—Fast Wind pulley.
PI—Position indicator.
UD—Undirectional pulley.
X—Belt sections.

PI
Above: Model! TK8I9, TK820 end TK830
Below: Models TK» end TK72.
UD
UO
ix

Above: Models TK30, TK35. TK5S, TK«0 end
TM60. Below: Models TK5 end TK8.

FW
Fig. I. Diagrams of the various drive systems
used in Grundig tape recorders from the
simple Cub to the complex TK9 and TK12.
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EVERYTHING

YOU'VE

WANTED!

Here, for the real enthusiast, is a new tape recorder to make your dreams come true. Not
only does its performance meet the most exacting standards; but it has also brilliant operational
refinements which make it a delight to use. Please study some of the highlights of the specification
below and then try a TK.40 for yourself. We are proud of it, and are sure you will be too.
STAR FEATURES
Three tape speeds
Wow/Flutter
1i,3i,7Hp.s.
±0.1% at 7i I.p.s.
±0.12% at 3} i.p.s.
±
0.2% at 1i i.p.s.
Frequency response
60 to 10 Kc/s at 1J i.p.s.
Four-tracks
60lo15Kc/s at 3i i.p.s.
Selected by positive
60 to 18 Kc/s at 7i i.p.s.
piano-type Keys.
Signal to noise ratio
Better than 50 db at 7^ i.p.s.
Better than 45 db at 3i and 1j I.p.s.
Pressure sling
This, unlike the conventional pad, Is flexible and
maintains even pressure over the whole surface of
the head. It gives better H.F. response and minimises
"drop-out" effects.
Multi-disc clutches
In addition to the normal slipping clutches the TK.40
embodies additional multi-disc clutches to remove
excessive tape strain. Using double-play tape you
can switch immediately from fast-forward to fast
rewind or vice versa without tape breakage or stretch.
Inching
Fast-forward and rewind are controlled by a slider
actuating a progressive clutch. Inching is thus
unusually easy and accurate. A lock position Is also
provided.
Cine-socket
To connect magnetic heads from a cine projector to
the TK.40 to record sound films or play back from
them.
Built-in tape cleaner
Retractable, and press-button operated.
SK
%
X

Indicator re-set
The digital indicator Is
provided with abultonfor
Immediate zero re-set.
Automatic stop
At the end of the tape.
Remote control
An adaptor is available.
Mixing facilities
For microphone/pickup
and microphone/diode.

Monitoring
Through loudspeaker
when required.
Synchronous
recordings
Output lor monitor amplifier provided.
Superimposition
Push-button provided
for adding effects or
commentary to existing
recordings at will.

GRURDIG
Ask your Grundig Approved
Dealer for a demonstration or write
to us for an illustrated leaflet.
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* The current series of articles on Tape Recorder Servicing are
proving of great help to dealers and keen amateurs alike. They
have also brought a big crop letters. From time to time we propose to publish a selection, plus Mr. Hellyer's replies, in the
hope that they will be of help to other readers.

«

PROBLEMS

neat assembly—but I wonder how many others have been
caught? I have not seen the Sobell instruction book, and can
only hope that they remembered to mention the screws hidden
under the handle caps—or they are going to have to replace
a few damaged front covers.
0

Baird Recorder
Dear Sir:—Could you please supply me with an instruction
booklet and a valve line up, for the Baird tape recorder, upright
model, Serial No. 7633?
I am having some difficulty obtaining a new valve, as the
numbers on the old valve have worn off.
I have written to three other companies, to do with Baird,
and they suggested I tried a trade magazine.
Yours faithfully, K.A., Hyde.
I regret that I am unable to supply instruction books or service
manuals, as these are only issued by the manufacturers, and
often limited to accredited agents. And, in the case of the tape
recorder you mention, these have been long out of print. I would
suggest that the best way of obtaining them would be a short
advertisement in the classified columns of this magazine, in the
hope that some other reader may be able to lend them to you.
In the meantime, however. I may be able to help you with
information compiled from workshop notes. 1 presume the
machine you describe as the " Baird upright model" is the
Soundmasler. This used the following valve line-up: EF40 first
amplifier: EF40, second amplifier; EIA\, output stage; ££41,
oscillator; EZ40, rectifier.
This was a single speed, 7i ijs, machine, with two motors.
The motors are 4-pole induction type and the rewind motor has
coils parallel connected for high starting torque and the reservoir
spool is mounted on a direct shaft extension.
The forward drive motor runs at 1,400 rpm and reduction
drive to the flywheel is via a I in. rubber drive wheel on the
motor shaft, reducing to 480 rpm. (The flywheel has a rubber
lyre.) The take-up is via a belt drive from the pinch roller, with
a slipping clutch and light friction braking to prevent overspill.
The head assembly is in one unit and both R/P and Erase
heads are aligned together. Bias frequency is 50 Kc/s.
Bias current is 20mA, Erase current is 10mA, Bias voltage is
1 volts and Erase voltage 30 volts.
The recording level indicator is a neon lamp in the secondary
circuit of the output transformer.
•
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Philips EL.3541
Dear Sir:—May I ask if you have a Service Report Section for
the Philips No. EL.3541. I have read your June article in The
Tape Recorder on the Nos. 3536-14-85 and found it most interesting, also your views on the recommended standards for the
future 4-tracfc heads. What a pity recorder heads are not made
with plug-in connections and a clamp so that any variation like
a valve can be used!
My own set, EL.3541 four-track, from new would not take
a 7 in. reel without judder on the clutch arrangement, yet a 3 in.
recorded and played perfectly.
I stripped it and added another ten thou, washer to the spindle
under the friction disc. This cured it, but I would like to know
the correct clearances and which side the square spindle drive
should be, and how to centre the tape control when rewinding,
also the correct position of tape on the recorded head.
Yours sincerely, T.A.H., London.
I should point out that the EL.3541 machine was described in
my article in the May 1962 issue of "The Tape Recorder", pages
162-3-4. You may not have seen this, and it would probably be
of interest; some of the questions asked in your letter are dealt
with in the article. I am sure the back numbers department could
oblige you with a spare copy if you would care to drop them a
line.
The clutch friction is adjusted to take a 5 in. reel, and it is
possible that you were imposing too great a load with a 7 in.
reel. The small tension wheel (to be seen at the RH side of the
upper portion of the deck) should be checked, to ensure that
the drive belt is correctly driving the clutch drum for take-up.
Its mounting bracket can be positioned to increase tension. The
drive belt tension is normally between 500 and 600 grams and
the tension wheel should move 10 mm before coming up against
the stop cam. This can be seen more clearly in fig. 2 of the
aforementioned article.
Clutch clearance is adjusted by adding or subtracting washers,
as you have done. First, the height of the turntables may be
adjusted by adding washers so that the tape runs centrally between the spool flanges and guide post channels. (The code
number of these washers is 4.9.868.66.) Then, the turntable
should be 0.8 to 1.2 mm above the Vulcanan plugs of the coupling
wheel. This is then adjusted by adding the small washers beneath
the clutch (code no. 4.9.868.65).
Tape guides must be adjusted for the following clearances between the lower side of the guide bracket and the mounting plate:
left-hand 16.3 mm, right-hand 16.5 mm. If this is correct, tape
should also be central when rewinding.
Correct position of the tape on the heads can now be checked.
This is best done with a lest tape, but a rough check can be made
by observing that the tape runs freely through the head guide
plate of the R/P head, and that the core of the erase head protrudes 0.5 mm above the tape. It is advisable not to make indiscriminate adjustments to head sellings unless the whole fourtrack setting-up procedure is followed. This also was covered in
detail in the final part of the May article. If the top edge of
the tape is running straight across the top limit of the upper
gap, and both outer tracks of a pre-recorded tape play back
correctly, your machine should be in order.
The square spindle drive is fitted to the left-hand feed spoolcarrier. The friction disc with the locating pin in on the righthand take-up spool carrier.

•

Sobell 601 Recorder
Dear Sir:-—I have a problem with a Sobell Festival tape
recorder model 601 TR. How do you get it out of its case?
I have removed three screws and the knobs, also the two screws
which hold the recorder in the case, but still it will not move.
Would you please assist me? Yours faithfully, R.M., Co. Down.
/ am sorry to hear that you are having trouble in dismantling
your Sobell 601 tape recorder—but, I confess, not surprised. We
all have these occasional brick walls, apparently impossible jobs,
and it was not until one of my engineers had tried to dismantle
one of these and succeeded only in breaking the decorative
front plate that I discovered the way myself. Luckily, that was
a while ago, and I've had several to service since.
Having tantalised you so far. I'd belter tell you the secret.
Put the machine on the table with the lower end toward you. as
for operating. Note that there are two gilt pieces at the ends
of the handle. Get a fine-bladed screwdriver under the slight gap
that you'll see if you look closely at each end, and gently prise
these caps off. The handle itself is held by two screws at each
end. Remove the inner of each pair. All that is needed, apart
from this, is to remove the two main fixing screws of the BSR
deck, and the whole machine comes from the cabinet. A very
341

PEAK

PROGRAMME

METERS
by GRAHAM BALMAIN
CONSTRUCTION - SETTING-UP AND TESTING
A LTHOUGH the peak-programme meter circuits described last
month can be used to measure the signal at any suitable
point of interest in an audio system, the main application will be
as an addition or a supplement to good-quality tape recorders, as
recording modulation indicators. Where the circuit can be built
into the recorder itself, the components must be fitted in as best
they can in the space available, but their layout is not critical
and no guidance is necessary, save to recommend avoiding placing
them near low-level circuitry.
The meter itself need neither be near the other components nor
be even in the same box, although the leads to it should certainly be twisted together and may also need screening. The
makers of the recorder should be consulted about the availability of supply power (at least 200 V. D.C. at 20 mA, and
6.3 V. A.C. at 1 A) and the best point to take it from. However,
the circuit will usually have to be in a separate unit and may
have to draw its supply either from another amplifier or from
a small separate power unit such as that shown in fig. 5.

is connected and then dims somewhat as the other valves warm
up and the ppm pointer moves to the left. Should the stabiliser
tube extinguish or not dim at all on warming up, or fail to strike
at first, all is not well and the wiring and components should be
checked. But note that this correct sequence will only apply
when a metal h.t. rectifier is used in the power supply. With
a valve rectifier, perform this check as follows: connect the
earthy (h.t.—) line, switch on the power unit and allow a halfminute to warm up; connect h.t. + , through a switch for safety,
and observe V4 striking; connect heater supply and observe V4
dim slightly and the ppm pointer move to the left within a
half-minute. Lastly, check that the pointer can be set to its
electrical zero point by adjustment of RV2 and 3 somewhere near
their mid-ranges after a few minutes warming up.
Setting the Law
If you can obtain a variable audio-frequency oscillator and a
dB-step attenuator for adjusting the current response characteristic of V3, so much the better since the oscillator can be used
later to check the frequency response of the circuit. Even a
single frequency source of between 50 c/s and 10 Kc/s will
serve the immediate purpose, the waveform being unimportant
so long as it is symmetrical. Failing that, one can conveniently
use the 50 c/s signal provided by the Electricity Authority which
appears at a convenient level across the valve heaters. In the
absence of a step attenuator the circuit of fig. 6, which gives
two 4 dB steps, can be connected across the heater supply or
across the output of most other signal generators. (Remember
that most heater supplies are earthed either on one side or at
a centre-tap; connect earth to earth only (or you will damage
the supply) and the live end of the attenuator to the other side
in the former case or to either side in the latter.)
The law-setting procedure is as follows, using the heater
voltage and 2 step attenuator (the procedure with other means is
the same, of course, but requires less manipulation if a widerange attenuator is used):
(1) First, with no input, adjust the ppm zero control RV2 to
bring the pointer to the electrical zero mark.
(2) With connections as in fig. 6. adjust the ppm gain control
RV2 to give a deflection to " 4 " on the scale.
(3) Step input up and down by 4 dB by moving attenuator connection to A and C respectively, whereupon the pointer should
move to deflections of " 5 " and " 3 ".
(4) If the circuit is out of adjustment the ppm will move
either more or less far than it should in each direction. This can
be corrected by control RV3.
(5) Return the attenuator to step B, and adjust RV3 to move
the pointer by about 2 dB from "4": move the pointer to the
left to expand its movement and to the right to contract it.
(6) Remove input signal and start again at (1). When the
3-5 range appears satisfactory, check the 5-7 range by setting
the attenuator at A, increasing the gain control RVI to give
" 5" and working upwards, and the 3-1 range inversely by
setting the attenuator at C, reducing RVI and working downwards (remember " 2
1 " is 6 dB, not 4).
This may call for slight readjustment of the condition reached
at (6) above and possibly a compromise in the accuracy of various
parts of the scale. Bear in mind here that the accuracy of the upper
half of the scale is more important than that of the lower half,
although with care it should be possible to achieve an accuracy
of within ±i dB over the whole scale. The control RV3 should
now be left alone, and preferably locked, and RV2 used for
slight day-to-day zero adjustments. If it later becomes necessary

Initial Tests
Once built, the circuit has still to be tested and adjusted before
it can be put into service. Readers who have access to a test
meter may like to check the voltages at the valve electrodes and
elsewhere (see fig. 4 in pt. 1) as follows: Via—anode 120 V.,
cathode 1.4 V.; Vlb—anode 120 V., cathode 30 V.; V4—anode
150 V.; RV3—H.T. end 110 V.. cathode end 70 V.
The controls RV2 and RV3 should be set at about their
mid-range positions during these tests, or as near these as
brings the meter to the left-hand (electrical) zero point. Since
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Fig. S—Circuit of power unit suitable for peak-programme meter
circuits shown in figs. 1 and 4 of Pt. 1 last month. RS (fig. 1)
= 5 K ohm, 7 wall; R13 (fig. 4) = 7.5 K ohm, 5 watt. Mains
transformer Radio-spares " Midget" type, etc.
the burning voltage across V4 may differ by ±10 V. from the
nominal 150 V. according to the particular tube used, and the
characteristics of VI similarly, some variation from the figures
given above can be expected: say ±15 V. at VI anodes and
±0.2 V. or so at Via cathode. The voltage across R4 must be
closely similar to that across R5, however. The screen and
cathode voltages of V3 may be almost anything from 110-70 V.
and 0.5-3 V, respectively at this stage, but after the law and zero
have been finally adjusted, expect about 90-100 V. and 1-1.5 V.
respectively.
Check the Stabiliser
Readers without meters can assume that all is reasonably well
if V4 strikes and glows brightly immediately the mains supply
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to change V2, V3 or V4, the whole procedure will, unfortunately,
have to be repeated; the necessity will usually be shown by one's
having to make repeated one-sided zero adjustments rather larger
than those normally encountered. However, the valves are used
very conservatively here and should last for years.
Checking Response Times
If the circuit of fig. 4 is working correctly, the response times
are set by the component values and do not depend on valve characteristics, so these checks are really a matter of form to confirm
circuit accuracy. As such, they should ideally appear earlier in
the schedule, but unfortunately they cannot be performed satisfactorily until the law adjustment is correct. You may, nevertheless, like to try them for interest.
To check the fall-time, produce a steady deflection of " 7"
from the calibrating signal by adjusting RV1; then remove the
signal and observe the time taken by the pointer to reach
" 1 ". With a rapid meter and a nominal 1 second fall timeconstant this should amount to 2.S-3.5 seconds, which can be
read easily enough on any watch or clock having a sweep
second hand. If a " medium" meter and a longer fall timeconstant is in use (see Pt. 1) the fall-time can be up to
12 seconds. Should the time diSer much from that expected,
suspect R9, CH, V2 and V3 in that order.
The check on rise-time is a shade more subtle, in that one
must feed an accurately known pulse into the circuit at its
input to check both the low-frequency response of the amplifier
stages and the charging time-constants of the two phase-splitter
outputs into C4. Once again, produce a deflection of " 7 ", then
disconnect the input but leave the signal generator output and
the gain control RV1 as they are.
The procedure now is to charge a capacitor up to a voltage
equal to the peak value of that signal input and to discharge it
through a resistor across the circuit input. The values of the
capacitor and resistor can be whatever is to hand (although they
should be known accurately to within 5 per cent.), provided only
that their time-constant, their product in megohms x microfarads
is 0.003 seconds. Thus, one can use 5 mfd and 600 ohms, or

B.B.C. peak programme meter (Photo Ernest Turner Instruments
Ltd.)

can be padded out to increase the total resistance (R total =
R series + RVI) or shunted to reduce it when
R shunt x RVI
(R total =
).
R shunt + RVI
If a shunt resistor has a value less than 1/20 of RVI,
R total is practically equal to R shunt. Fig. 7 (a) and (b) show
the alternatives.
There are two ways of producing the correct charge voltage
on the capacitor. The first can be used only when the waveform
of the input signal and its r.m.s. or average value is known (see
"Soft—For Art's Sake" The Tape Recorder, March 1962) as
it is when it is derived from the heater supply or from an audio
oscillator. These latter are " sinusoidal " waveforms whose peak/
average ratio is 1.57 and peak r.m.s. is 1.41. The other likely
waveform, which readers who have knocked up a simple multivibrator will be using, is " square" and this is even easier
because the peak r.m.s. and average values are all equal. Taking
the case of a 6.3 V. r.m.s. (or 3.15 V.) heater supply source
R SERIES
—check the exact voltage if you can—we need 6.3 (or 3.15)
x 1.41 = 8.9 (or 4.45) V. D.C. across the capacitor. This can
be derived via a potentiometer either from a battery or, more
RVI
conveniently, from the 150 V. h.t. supply. If you have a D.C.
4-3 k
voltmeter, a 100 K ohm or higher logarithmic potentiometer
across the supply will suffice (fig. 8a); otherwise use the arrangeL
SIGNAL
ment in fig. 8b.
FIG.7A.
2-7 k
SOURCE
E
Charging the Capacitor
1 RVI
Now
hold
the
capacitor
leads across resistor Re for a few
, RVI
R ,
4-7k
moments to allow it to charge up to the required voltage and,
SHUNT*
without shunting the leads with your fingers, transfer them to the
input terminals (fig. 7) and allow the capacitor to discharge
FIG.6.
through R total. All being well, the ppm pointer should kick
FIG7D.
to a deflection within a dB on either side of " 5 ". It is easier
Fig. 6—Two-step attenuator to help in setting the current response
to see how far the pointer kicks if you view the meter from
of K4. Resistors — \ or 2 per cent. Values shown for audio
above,
by the way. Repeat the process of charging up and
oscillator: divide by 10 when using healer supply, if preferred.
discharging two or three times to make sure of the deflection,
Make RVI at least ten times total resistance. Fig. 7—Two forms
keeping the capacitor the same way round each lime, and
of discharge resistor for feeding known pulse into ppm circuit:
then again with it charged the same way round but discharged
(a) higher than RV\ (R total = R series + RKI) and (b) tower
in reverse. The two kicks may be slightly different but both
than RVI.
should fall within ± I dB of " 5". Referring to fig. 4, when
the voltage applied to the input is positive with respect to earth,
2 mfd and 1.5 K ohm, or 0.1 mfd and 30 K ohm, and so on.
it is the cathode output of Vlb which is operative (the anode
It may be convenient to use RVI as the resistor; otherwise it
(Continued on page 345)
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output contributing practically nothing) and the anode output
when the input is negative w.r.t. earth, the cathode output then
being inactive.
The other way of producing the correct voltage across the
capacitor is to charge it up directly from the signal source
through a i-wave rectifier (fig. 8c), but, although much simpler,

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFERS

+ I50Vs.c.

GRUNDIG MAI
2-Transistor Tape Head Pre-ampliflers
suitable for use with TK24

+
o.c.
SUPPLY

Can also be used with other 4-track Models—Philips,
Stella, Cossor, etc. Ideal for Pick-up Booster and can
be used as microphone transformer to give increased
gain when used with Tape Recorders. Supplied with
Circuit Diagram and Instructions. Listed at 4^ gns,
supplied new and boxed at £2.l7.6d. PP3 battery for
use with above 2/6d.

OA 71 OR
SIMILAR
; Rd
> 120 K

AUDIO
OSCILLATOR

•10100 K

i<
I

(A)

(8)
fic.e.

X

fc)

T

Fig. 8—Deriving capacitor charging voltage for pulse testing:
(a) using D.C. voltmeter; (b) using stabilised h.t. supply; (c) using
peak-charging circuit. Potentiometer in (a) should be 50-100
K ohm for 150 V. supply, correspondingly less for lower-voltage
sources. Resistors in (b) ±1 or 2 per cent, values given for
8.9 V. D.C. otherwise
Re
D.C. volts required

TAPE RECORDER COVERS
by famous manufacturers

Rd

Attractive waterproof canvas covers with contrasting
piping, fitted with zip-fasteners and microphone
pocket. Offered at half retail prices. Examples:
Telefunken 75, Fidelity Argyle, TK25, Elizabethan
Princess, Avon and FTI covers at 29/6d.; Brenell
3 Star, TK30, TK35. TK50. TK55. Korting, Harting,
Saba and TK8 covers at 30/-; Brenell Mk. V, Telefunken 85, Philips 3536 covers at 32/6d.; plus P. & P.
2/-. Many other covers available. (Elizabethan
Princess cover fits Tandberg Series 6.)

150 V. —D.C. volts required

this method is liable to unconsidered errors unless one can work
out what is happening in each particular case. Try it only if you
can do so, or if the generator output source impedance is
definitely known to be 100 ohms or less (the heater supply
fulfills this condition). Readers who have built a circuit to fig. 1
should set RV2 to give the correct deflection during these tests.
Next Month
You will doubtless be relieved to hear that your ppm is now
ready for use, though discussion of its connection into the
recorder circuit and setting its gain control suitably must wait
until part 3 next month. I shall also describe there some
simpler peak-reading circuits needing fewer valves or none.

AUDIOM ASTER
20 watt Power Amplifier

TABLE OF METERS FOR PPM CIRCUIT

Mullard 5/20 design fitted with Partridge Ultra-Linear
Transformers and Oil-filled smoothing condensers.
Listed at 30 gns, offered at £l8.IO.Od. Full Specification and Test Report available on request.

Manufacturer

400 EDGWARE ROAD • PADDINGTON • W.2
PADDINGTON 5531

Model Size efface

Speed
£
Rapid 6
Rapid 5
Rapid* 2
Medium 3

Price
s. d.
0 0
0 0
5 0
0 0

Taylor Electrical Instruments, Ltd.. Montrosc
Avenue, Slough, Bucks.

50
30
220
30

5" x 4"
21" X 2J'
3i- X r
(edeewise)
21* x 2i-

Measuring Instruments
(Pullin) Ltd., Winchester
Street, Acton, London,
W.3.

35
20
35

34" square Rapid 5 116
2' round Rapid 3 18 0
or square
34" square Medium 4 18 6

Ernest Turner Electrical
Instruments. Ltd., High
Wycorabc, Bucks.

325
505
WI5
WI5

34" square Rapid
24' round Rapid
14' square Rapid
14" square Medium

6 6
5 16
5 15
3 II

0
6
0
6

Delivery
8 weeks
(appro*.)
8 weeks
(approx.)
8 weeks
(approx.)
8 weeks
(approx.)
6 weeks
6 weeks
6 weeks
12 weeks
(max.)
12 weeks
(max.)
12 weeks
(max.)
12 weeks
(max.)

• The Taylor edgewise meter has a satisfactorily short rise time but overshoots by
1-2 dB and thus takes longer to come to rest.
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BUILDING ROUND THE HARTING DECK
PART 3 — LINING-UP AND TESTING
""PHE ways and means of testing and lining-up tape recorders
have been discussed so many times in this magazine that
readers will probably have become experts by now. If so, pass
on; but the methods employed here work well on this particular
circuit design, so I will try to make it a " handbook " type of
article rather than one of general theory.
Requirements: A test tape to C.C.I.R. limits at 7i i/s, with
an 8 Kc/s recorded tone on the other track. An oscillator covering 40-15,000 c/s, or a frequency test record with a good pickup
and amplifier. A meter capable of measuring up to 400 or so
volts, of as high an ohms/volt category as you can afford
(ideally a valve voltmeter).
As some of you know, I favour using a general purpose oscilloscope in the setting-up procedure, if only because it does show
you what is going on. As for detecting instability, analysing
hum and noise and tracking down cross-talk, well, it is nearly
indispensable. However, if you cannot beg, borrow or steal you
must be prepared to take some of the measurements on face
value and exercise a little more faith in the circuits than would
otherwise be needed!
Testing: An overall wiring check is customary before applying
any volts, with a specific check of mains wiring, heater continuity
and correct polarity of electrolytics. If you have another recorder
handy, dictate into it the points you wish to check by reading
from the wiring diagram " Input socket to tag 9 of VI, one meg.
resistor to screen and earth bar ... etc ". By playing this back
you have a good bloke checking and a good bloke telling him
what to check—try it sometime!
Check for Overheating
Switching on with bated breath, keep a wary eye for overheating anywhere in the circuit which may denote a fault and then
take a few voltmeter readings on your predetermined test points
for H.T. Check the operation of the microswitches, and note
that the neon pilot for Record comes on correctly when the

MKTJM

button is pressed and dies slowly when the button is released
(due to the charge on C4A holding the H.T. temporarily on the
oscillator).
The meter may register in either direction, and the cathode
preset resistor should be adjusted to give zero reading with the
gain controls all turned down. With the Record button pressed
there will be a small deflection—but more of that later. A large
deflection should be obtained by turning up each gain control

MOISE SPIKtS

HUM
CYCLB

Fig. 2: Waveform of hum and noise.
in turn and quickly tapping the " Signal" tag of the relative input
jack. If you have the aforementioned oscilloscope, put it across
the output of V2 and this will give you some idea of the gain
present there, too,—the mere proximity of a hand to the input
tag will give a good indication.
Lining-up Procedure
(a) Playback. First, demagnetise the head. Then use the test
tape on the continuous 8 Kc/s tone to adjust the head azimuth.
Watch the amplitude of the output waveform on the oscilloscope
or use a power amplifier and an ordinary voltmeter to find the
maximum point while rocking the head " platform".
Now use the C.C.I.R. side of the tape and start on the real
equalisation. With the components as shown the response will
be reasonably level from 40 c/s to 2 Kc/s. The series 3K preset
will adjust the 2 Kc/s—4 Kc/s level. Pressing on up the scale,
the 10 Kc/s point is brought to the 2 Kc/s level by adjusting the
preset across the boost coil; at this point you may allow a 1.5
dB rise to give you a little more in hand at the extreme top, but
this level should not be exceeded. Re-scanning the range again
will probably show that the 2 Kc/s level can be readjusted
slightly and the 40 c/s level raised or lowered by slight " padding " of the .05 capacitor (± .005 is a good start).

Hum and Noise
At this point you can check for residual hum and noise. The
50 c/s hum can be mostly affected by the position of the mains
Fig. 1: The layout of the Harting Deck allows the constructor
transformer which can now be tilted back till the hum is a
to fit level meter, microphone input and neon indicator.
(continued on page 347)
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: SYSTEM MODEL SS-SO
: Matched with the Model M-6
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MODEL 69 'DE-LUXE'
Wld« Fr^qutncy
Equipped wlih a racord/play haad which contltct of tpoclally treated coramateriab balng imported from Weft Germany.
Output Power: 6 watt, can drive lerter alae eatemion speaker up to 12 In. Self contained speaker is
64 In. In diameter.
7 In. Reel Capacity: Accepts 3 in. and $ In. reels as well.
Level meter: with pilot lamp for easier determination of correct volume control setting when recording.
Index (Revolution) Counter.
Instant Stop Controt: Spot editing and momentary stops are easily accomplished by use of the Instant
Stop Lever.
Monitoring and better reproduction; Monltorlnf of your recording may be accomplished by plugging a
crystal earphone Into the recorder's Output Jack. Superb reproduction can be obtained by operating a
large HI-FI speaker direct from the Output Jack. Also your existing power-ampllfiar that does not have
a pre-mmpllflcr of Its own may be driven from the
same Jack.
Head Output and three position Power Switch: If ^
—swr
~
desired, the cape transport mechanism (cape deck)
of the recorder can be operated Independently of
the bullt-ln amplifier and speaker. The Head Output
Jack and the three-position Power Switch are provided
to make this special function possible.
Retails at 79 GNS.
/

MODEL M6
Records and plays back either e-track sc«r«ophonkally or
4-crack monophonlcally and also plays back 2-track proracordad itareo
capas. Hysteresis Synchronous Motor always ansurei constant tape speed.
Designed for vartlcal or horizontal operation. Two Inline and accurate
VU-Meters reads recording and playback levels.
A precision Index Counter. Recording/play head consists of specially
treated core-materlala which are being imported from West Germany,
Maximum output power of the built-in amplifier Is 6 watt on each channel
{total 12 watt) which can drive up to 12 In. extension speaker system.
>ual Head and Preamp Outlets are provided for connection direct to any
other pre-ampllfiers or stereophonic amplifier.
Instant Stop Lever. All operating controls are Interlocked.
Automatic stop device.
The pinch wheel is always automatically released from
Retails at
capstan which protects it against a "spot" on the soft
J 30I GNS.
rubber surface causing uneven running.
■

IS
v
N
Akal's new modern factory In Japan where the finest
equipment is produced under the most up-to-date conditions.

Akal- is the most important contribution that has been made to
first-class tape recording equipment for years. In a comparatively
short time, they have established themselves In a leading position
in the American Tape Recording Field.
Now they have come to Britain and one has only to examine them
to see why they are going to prove serious competition to those
European manufacturers, who have led the field for so long. You
find this hard to believe? Then see the Akai Terecorders for
yourself, contact your usual dealer or the sole importers.
Oum to troilt Ofrttmtnlt Akoi ore sold unrfer [he nome of ftobem in the U S-A.
for Oeicripiive firerotura and full Information of (he Akai Terecorders contact your utual dtalor or
NORTHOATE (CAMERAS) LIMITED, 119/125 W.rdour Str.ee. London. W.I
Tel.: CERrard 7030, 7038, 7939.

BUILDING ROUND THE HARTING DECK— cont.
minimum. On the oscilloscope the relationship of hum to high
frequency hiss (fully equalised circuit) should give a trace
similar to fig. 2, and with the output driving 1 watt of test tone
from a power amplifier to a moving coil speaker the background
should be quite inaudible in a quiet room. (One watt of test
tone is very loud!) There is no point in trying to improve on
this performance. Tape noise will be much more evident than
amplifier noise.
(b) Record: First check the oscillator waveform and correct
" dying-away" on switch-off. Check the meter zero adjustment.
Apply a 1 Kc/s test tone to the auxiliary input at 100 mv and
increase the gain control till there is 15 volts r.ms. of AC signal
at the anode of the recording output valve (valve side of the
bias filter). Check the waveform here if possible. At this level
increase the meter input preset till the needle gives two-thirds
deflection and mark the scale in red from that point on (see
photo).
Adjusting the Bias Voltage
Reduce the signal gain to give one-third full scale reading and
commence recording tests. At this point the bias voltage across
the head should be roughly adjusted to 100 volts r.m.s., and the
bias blocking filter adjusted to give a minimum reading on V5
anode. Record short passages of 1 Kc/s tone at bias voltages
above and below this value and settle on one which is just above
the value that gives maximum playback. You will now notice that
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Backed by our Guarantee
If you are not completely satisfied
with any purchase, we undertake to refund
the full price plus your return postage
POST COUPON

NOW!

DE VILLIERS (Electronic World) LTD.
I6d Strutton Ground, London, S.W.I
STANDARD PLAY (Acetate base)
3in. spool I75ft. 4 spools for 18/or 48/- dozen
4in. spool 300ft. 4 spools for 25/5in. spool 600ft. 2 spools for 25/5jin. spool 850ft. IS/- per spool
7in. spool 1,200ft. 17/6 per spool

Fig. 3: foils decibel scale
with the signal taken off and gain turned down there is still a
small deflection of the meter due to " pickup " of the bias voltage. This can be marked on the scale to give an indication that
the bias is indeed there and reasonably correct.
Frequency Response
A full frequency run can now be undertaken (at the same level)
and on playback this should give a fairly level output. Any
adjustments needed must now be made to the record equalisation
only. If 12 Kc/s response is not satisfactory check the boost
inductor tuning—it should resonate about 15 Kc/s. If no snags
arise the overall response should be ± 2 dB from 40 c/s to well
over 12 Kc/s.
The recording and playback at 3J i/s can be similarly checked
if a test tape at that speed is available, but the components
shown will give a reasonable compromise between response at
7 Kc/s and treble distortion. If you must have 10 Kc/s response
at that speed and can put up with the resulting comb-and-paper
reproduction, then good luck!

LONG PLAY (Polyester Base)
3in. spool 225ft. 4 spools for 22/or 60/- dozen
4in. spool 450ft. 2 spools for 20/5in. spool 900ft. 2 spools for 33/5Jin. spool 1,200ft. 22/6 per spool
7in. spool 1,800ft. 29/- per spool
DOUBLE PLAY (Special polyester base)
3in. spool 375ft. 4 for 36/or 100/- per dozen
4in. spool 600ft. 2 for 27/6
Sin. spool 1,150ft. 25/- per spool
5Jin. spool 1,750ft. 33/- per spool
7in. spool 2,400ft. 42/6 per spool

A Useful Scale
The continual conversion of voltage readings to decibels is a
tedious business, and a useful scale is reproduced in fig. 3. This
assumes a zero of 1.5 volts, which is an easily-attainable figure
across the output of a power amplifier used as a valve voltmeter. On an oscilloscope face the graticule can be marked at
1.5 on the vertical scale, and amplitude variations read off
directly against this arbitrary zero.

I enclose remittance for C

d.

Post Free

Name
Address..
BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE

TRI-COLUMN REPRINTS NOW AVAILABLE. PRICE 2/347

Mall only, cash with order

Wz';,

SERVICING

V//S//A '///////. '/////////////////////////,

Every tape recorder, no matter how good, needs repairing and servicing
at some time or other. For this you need a dealer who is ready and able
to give a delicate machine the specialised attention it needs. Here is
the solution to your problem. Study the list to see who is the nearest
dealer who can help with a top line repair service for top line machines,
at reasonable cost*.
Birmingham Area
REG. WARD & CO. LTD.,
229 Heath Road, Bournvllle, Birmingham, 30.
5 Alvechurch Road, West Heath, Birmingham. 31.
21c Alcester Road, Studley, Warwlcks.
21 The Square, Alvechurch, Worcester.
Glasgow Area
CLYDE ELECTRONICS.
4- Maule Drive, Glasgow, W.1.
J. JOHNSTON & SON (ELECTRONICS) LTD.,
61 Kllbowie Road, Clydebank, Dunbartonshire.
Liverpool Area
WM. E. POTTER LTD.,
64- Dale Street, Liverpool, 2.

E. A. STEVENSON (ELECTRICAL) LTD..
178 Oakfield Road, Liverpool, 4.
122 Wldnes Road, Wldnes, Lanes.
La Scala Building, High Street, Runcorn, Cheshire.
SIDON (O. F. & E. Sims),
10 Greenway Road, Higher Tranmere, Blrkenhead,
Cheshire.
Electric House, Market Hall, Blrkenhead, Cheshire.
London (North-West) Area
SIGNAL SERVICE (WEMBLEY) LTD.,
4-61 Uxbridge Road, Hatch End, Middlesex.
454- High Road, Wembley, Middlesex.
2 Station Approach, Carpenders Park, South Oxhey,
Herts.

*Y0U CAN INSURE YOUR TAPE RECORDER WITH Jelesurance
worry about—Telesurance takes care of them. Ask
your local Telesurance Agent for details or write to

Telesurance can help you with a fully comprehensive
insurance policy for your machine if it is less than
twelve months old. The policy protects your tape
recorder against the risks of Fire, Theft, Accidental
Damage or Breakdown. There are no repair bills to

Telesurance Limited, 14 Windmill Street,
London, W.l. (Telephone: MUSeum 8584).
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SPOOLS
GOOD magnetic tape is not cheap and one seldom finds a
recording that just fits a standard reel of tape. Anyway, it
is too risky with a live recording! Though the writer's machine
will take 8i in. reels, which provides just over one hour's stereo
at 7i i/s on long play tape, it did not prove any less wasteful
of tape. The odd bits can, of course, be joined and used, but
one always hesitates to use such odd lengths on a good recording,
even if one has the time to check whether the tape characteristics are the same each side of a join.
Negligible Wastage
Surely the right way to do it, is to use the largest possible
feed spool and run each item—symphony, concerto, solo, etc.
on to a separate reel. With very little arranging, the wastage
can be negligible. It also gives a greater freedom in the choice
of tape and storage reels, i.e.—one's favourite tape and one's
favourite reels. The writer prefers reels with holes in the centre!
The 10i in. NARTB reel with the 3 in. centre hole carries 3,600
feet of long play tape, enough for just over li hours' playing.
This is probably the better proposition since it is a proper
double-sided reel. The lit in. European reel holds a bit more,
but being open one side, it is a somewhat risky proposition.
It also needs a more complicated boss to carry it.
While this scheme was originally designed for use with an
EMI TR52, there is no reason why it cannot be used with any
other machine, professional or the humblest domestic model.

M

FIG. 3.

FIG. I.

FIG,4

This idea could, of course, be extended, if necessary, and a
second outrigger spool added as in fig. 6. With a little bit of
patience it is possible to persuade the tape back on to the left
hand big reel without mishap, with both the single and the
double outrigger design. To attempt fast spooling with these
would, of course, necessitate accurate turning and very careful
alignment of both motors. This really puts the whole job into
another category, whereas just using one motor for the feed
spool, does not necessitate much more than " kitchen table"
engineering.
Further Simplifications
The idea could be further simplified if the emergency rewind
is not needed. The home-made hub could merely rotate about
a fixed pin and sit on a small friction pad to provide tape tension
(fig. 7). The hub should rotate smoothly and accurately about
its pin and be aligned as carefully as before. A small circle of
felt can provide the friction which will tend to produce an
even tape tension throughout the reel. As the load of tape
diminishes, the friction falls and offsets the fact that the tape
is being pulled from a circle of smaller diameter. The circle
of felt should be accurately cut and of even thickness and texture. The diameter should be between 2 and 3 inches—small, yet
wide enough to give some stability to the reel. The two surfaces
bounding the felt should be very flat, smooth, and accurately
perpendicular to the pin. The felt should be stuck to one of
them, not left floating, and the sliding surface could with
advantage be metal. At first sight, a fully floating felt washer
may seem a better proposition, but in practice it sooner or later
misbehaves and slips sometimes on one surface, sometimes on
the other. Whenever it " changes hands," the tape receives quite
a jerk, since the frictional force to start something moving
(" stiction ") is always greater than the force to keep it moving.
The old custom of using a loose thrust washer isn't so sound
after all, though one gets away with it in crude machinery.
There are many parts of a tape machine that cannot be made
outside of a precision engineering works, but this little hookup

©
a

M

S3

FIG. 2.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the general idea. M was actually a spooling motor from an old machine, but almost any induction motor
that rotates the right way would do. Even if the motor will only
run the other way, it can still be used. The tape will have to
be put on the other way up and a twist put in it to bring the
oxide face next the heads. With this increased length between reel
and guide, one twist will cause no embarrassment or in any way
damage the tape. A very rough boss was made from bits found
in the junk box and the coal-cellar. The lower part was an old
pulley bored out to fit the motor spindle. The upper part was
a block of wood screwed to this and turned down in the lathe.
One small wood screw run into the side of this engaged one
of the slots in the centre of the reel hub. (Fig. 3).
A very simple wooden base for the motor was literally hung
on the edge of the tape recorder case by two suitably bent pieces
of brass curtain rail (fig. 4). It was of course very carefully
squared up and levelled so that the tape was in line with the
guides and heads. Back tension was provided by energising the
motor via a variable resistance (fig. 5). Only enough current was
used to take up tape slackness, as with this machine, constant
tape tension is provided by a special pressure pad. Many
machines tension the tape with the feed spool motor. Had this
been the case, a little more reverse pull would have been used.

kN\Nk\\
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FIG 6.

FIG.7.
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can be made with simple tools. Even a lathe is not essential, and
with a little patience and care, its performance will not disgrace
any tape machine.
Using the motor supported hub, as described first, the writer
had such success with a pianoforte concerto recording, that he
is tempted to think it is better than doing it the normal way!
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The FI-CORD 202 offers all these features:
2 speeds—7? and 3i • Standard 4' spools •
Vu-meter • Fast forward wind • Fast rewind
• Resettable counter • Manual and automatic
volume control • Built-in loudspeaker • Extension speaker socket • Low and medium
input sockets • Socket for remote control •
Safety record switch • Easy-load battery cassettes • Battery warning lamp • Mains input
fi-cord 202 the new portable battery/mains
high fidelity tape recorder, has been developed
after years of exacting tests in the Fi-Cord
laboratories. It is a worthy successor to the
famed fi-cord ia, used internationally by
broadcasting companies during recent years.
fi-cord 202 is for the most exacting professional and equally for the enthusiastic amateur
demanding the highest professional standards. It incorporates all the practical advantages of a full-size recorder in a small,
light-weight machine.
fi-cord 202 gives you high fidelity recording at
your fingertips—whenever you wish, wherever
you go.
AND the FI-CORD 202 weighs only
measures 9' x
x
.

lb,
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Price: 66 guineas, including long life mercury
batteries and tape.
ACCESSORIES INCLUDECarrying case, choice of microphones, power
packs for mains and car.
Write for fully illustrated brochure and address
of nearest stockist to:
FI-CQRO IIMTERIM/VTiaiM/XU
40a Dover Street, London W1. HYDe Park 3448
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by A. Bartlett Still

GENERAL ADVICE

Certainly mass production costing will not allow setting by the
maker to an accuracy that is desirable.
A good make of tape record should be an acceptable standard for the amateur, I have found it quite satisfactory to set
a head to produce the maximum treble from such a tape, particularly if the same tape is used for setting the heads on two or
more machines that are to be regularly used for the exchange
of recorded material.
Bias Adjustment
Many of my readers realise that the bias adjustment of a
recorder is another critical setting, and are satisfied to give the
maker best in this respect, acknowledging that he has better
equipment available to trim as required. What if you have built
the machine yourself? I have dealt with this more fully in the
past—suffice it for the present to say that the circuit should be
built as published. If the treble seems harsh, with sibilants predominating, then the bias should be increased. The opposite
variation should be tried if bass predominates, treble is lacking
and general tape sensitivity is low.
We all know what happens to " best laid plans ", but I hope
to be able to introduce a couple of practical ideas during the
winter that I hope will be of interest. I have recently built a
very interesting and useful little Audio Oscillator. It uses three
transistors and is based on a Mullard design. I hope to obtain
permission to reproduce their circuit, as I think a number of my
readers would find it a useful item of test gear. The second is
a little more ambitious. Over the last 18 months or so I have
given my ideas on replay and record amplifier circuits. Some
while ago I combined these to make a complete recorder circuit
for a friend. It seemed to be satisfactory and now a second
machine is being built. If it is as successful as the first appeared
to be I hope to give the circuit, details of components etc., and
a few helpful drawings in case any of my readers would like to
have a shot at it. In any event I think it should prove to be of
interest.
Maintenance
Finally this month, a reminder that before the evenings draw
in, with an increase of tape recording activity, an hour or two
spent on maintenance is well worth the effort. In previous years,
about this time, I've devoted a column to this subject. Readers
will agree, I am sure, that my colleague, H. W. Hellyer, is covering tape recorder service in such detail that any words of mine
would only be superfluous.

TT is several years ago that I first came up, in a practical way,
A against a problem of which I have been recently reminded a
couple of times by readers' letters. It is only likely to apply to
the owners of some Grundig tape recorders, but in view of
the large number of these very popular machines that have been
sold, I believe it is worth mentioning here.
Condenser Microphones
The microphone normally supplied with a high proportion
of the models produced is the condenser microphone type G.C.M.
For its price I have always considered this a successful device,
but many owners will, quite naturally, want to use a different
microphone on occasion. A condenser microphone requires a
polarising voltage and in consequence, something like 80-100
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VD.C. appears at the mic socket. It is drawn from an extremely
high impedance source, and is, of course, completely safe. It
also collapses as soon as any device with a low D.C. resistance,
such as a mic transformer, is connected.
A popular form of alternative microphone, however, is the
crystal type. There are a number of very interesting-looking
Japanese models on the market now at reasonable prices, though
I have no idea of their real worth. In this context we have to
remember that the crystal microphone does not allow the D.C.
voltage to collapse and so might, in fact, be damaged by it,
though I hardly think this likely. What is likely is a leakage
current through the microphone and its lead insulation. Although
this will be only of the order of a few microamperes, it will
nevertheless be sufficient to produce quite a loud noise signal, a
sort of rushing, tearing, hissing sound.
This same noise can be produced when using the correct microphone if a different sort of connecting cable is used. The insulation resistance of the cable has to be of a very high order indeed,
and you would be well advised to let the makers supply it and
take responsibility. If the microphone itself has got damp in it,
noise will arise. If you are going to dry it off in the oven, for
goodness sake do it some lime after the gas has been turned
out!
Head Alignment
The question of head alignment has also cropped up again.
A reader cites a case of two identical machines where he is not
able to transfer a tape without loss of the treble frequencies. As
tape speeds drop lower and lower, and head gaps are reduced
in width to push the frequency response higher and higher, the
correct azimuth adjustment of the head becomes more and more
critical—it will soon be impossible to achieve by present methods.

PLEASE MENTION "THE TAPE RECORDER" WHEN
REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

BRAND NEW FAULT FREE 100% TESTED
TOP QUALITY RECORDING TAPE
(As supplied to the Far East Broadcasting Corp.)
WHY PAY MORE?
Polyester Long Play.
P.Y.C. Standard
Super Quality
Price
Length
Size Length Domex tic
Size
Price
Super
220'
3s.
Od.
3'
160'
2s.
3d.
3*
2s. 6d.
5'
900'
Ils. 6d.
5' 600'
8s. 6d.
9$. Od.
15s. Od.
sr 1200'
sr 900' 10s. 9d. Ils. 6d.
7'
1800'
23s. Od.
7' 1200' ISs. 3d. 16s. Od.
REFUND GUARANTEE (Never requested)
N. WALKER, 28 Linkscroft Avenue, Ashford, Middlesex
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SPECIAL AMMOIJMCEMENT
A
>
AMPEX

5013 SERIES TA PE

NUSOUND RECORDING CO. HAVE PLEASURE
IN ANNOUNCING OUR APPOINTMENT AS
THE SOLE DISTRIBUTOR OF AMPEX TAPE FOR
THE LONDON AREA AND SOUTHERN COUNTIES. TRADE AND ALL ENQUIRIES INVITED.

YOU—ALONE
WITH

AMPEX TAPE
Standard
Play Tape

Long
Play Tape

Standard
Play Tape
Mylar

Long
Play Tape
Mylar

Double
Play Tape
Mylar

ISs.6d.

£1. 2s.6d.

£1. Is.Od.

£1. 6s.6d.

£2. 2s.0d.

sr

£1. 2s.6d.

£l.l0s.0d.

Not
available

£l.l3s.6d.

£2.16s.0d,

T

£1. 6s.6d.

£l.l9s.6d.

£l.l2s.6d.

£2. Ss.Od.

£3.12s.6d,

5'

THE

MUSIC
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Cash with order for immediate goods by return, post free.

accessories for your

-

Jrerrcaraph
(Appdnled
Declet) *

You will be amazed by the unique qualities of stereo through
headphones. AKG's K 50 dynamic headphones will put you
in a world apart—alone in the concert hall with conductor
and musicians, thrilled by the new sense of realism and
immediacy inherent in the K 50.
Only with binaural hearing through fine headphones can
you eliminate every environmental influence outside the
recording hall—only with K 50's three featherlight ounces
can you listen for hours without discomfort.
The finest recordings are made with AKG microphones.
Any recording, mono or stereo, sounds best through
AKG's K 50 phones. Designed and handcrafted in Vienna
"the Home Town of Music", K 50 costs you only £7-10-0.
Z 50 earpads now available for 9 shillings per pair.

The 'N UMIX I' is a convenient mixer which
enables a Ferrograph user to mix and fade
at will two programmes, from microphone
and radio/radiogram. Alternatively, speaker
output sockets from power amplifiers can be
used. Any combination of two programmes
is possible with the Nusound 'NUMIX'.
Price: £4.7.6. Radio Lead complete 7s.6d.
The 'NUMIX 2' Is a two-channel
unit (Mic. and other source) low- or
high-Impedance feeds. The'NUMIX
2' can be used with ANY TAPE
RECORDER WHICH WILL
ACCEPT A HIGH-Z MICROPHONE. Near professional results
are guaranteed.
i ..
Price: £6.IOs.Od. complete.

POLITECHNA (LONDON) LTD.
3 PERCY STREET. LCNDON, W.I
Telephone: LANGHAM 6236
Telex; 23894
Cables: POLINDUST LONDON
Amalfamactd Wireless (Australasia) Ltd., Sydney. Welllnfton
—Soundrite Ltd.. Slnjapore. Penang, Kuala Lumpur—Hind
Industrial & Mercantile Private Ltd.. Bombay—The China
Engineers Ltd., Hong Kong—George McCurdy, Radio Industries Ltd.. Toronto—International Aeradio (East Africa) Ltd.,
Nairobi—David Pollock (Pty) Ltd., Johannesburg—Conolsseur
Records Ltd., Dublin.

Write for leaflet on 'NUMIX I', 'NUMIX 2' and 'MONITOR' UNITS.
NUSOUND RECORDING CO.
35 CRAVEN STREET. W.C.2.
TELEPHONE TRA 2080
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• We remind our readers that notices of equipment listed and Illustrated In this monthly feature are In no sense reviews. When
figures, specifications and diagrams are published, these data are extractions from manufacturers' lists. When samples of this
equipment are submitted for test, they are passed to our technical contributors, whose reports are published In a separate section.
of four watts with extension speaker sockets for 3 or 15 ohms.
The machines are supplied complete with microphone, reel of
tape and spare spool and a recording lead. The dimensions are
17 x 13 x 7 in. Weight: 27 lb. Price £40 19s. each model.
Manufacturers: Truvox Ltd., Ncasden Lane, London, N.W.10.

DANSETTE
CONSORT
TWO-TRACK
RECORDER

r
GARRARD
BATTERY
OPERATED
DECK

A

AT the 1962 Radio Show, Dansette Products entered the tape
recorder field with their Consort recorder, which has been
designed to meet the needs of both the home and office user.
The controls consist of; a combined playback, volume and
recording level control, combined on-off and tone control, record
switch mechanically interlocked with record-replay-rewind control, which prevents accidental erasure. The tape deck has a
single speed of 3} i/s and uses International Standard half-track
heads recording top track left to right. Maximum spool size
usable with the new model is 5} in. Rewind, using 5J in.
standard play tape, takes H min. (fast forward 3i min.).
Other features include: high impedance input for use when
recording, from microphone or radio tuner unit, medium impedance for recording from a gramophone pickup or radio
extension speaker socket, output socket for 3 ohm external
speaker and magic eye recording level indicator. The weight is
16} lb. The power output of the unit is 2} watts.
Storage space is provided in the lid of the unit for microphone
and spare tape. The price is £23 2s. which includes a crystal
microphone, 850 ft. tape and a spare 5} in. spool.
Manufacturers: J. & A. Margolin Ltd., 112-116 Old Street,
London, E.C.1.

GARRARD announce the introduction into their range of a
Battery Tape Deck
The deck has been designed to accommodate both open spools
up to 4 in. in diameter as well as the well-known Garrard Magazine which has the advantage of instant loading in outdoor and
mobile conditions. It is a two-speed model with low battery consumption and features fast-wind in both directions. The price is
£10 15s. Manufacturers: Garrard Engineering and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Swlndon, Wilts.

•s

SOUND
SLIMLINE
THREE-TWO
RECORDER

THE Sound Three-Two is a two-track three speed recorder,
push button operated with facilities for superimposing, monitoring, mixing and using as a straight through amplifier. The
speeds used are 7}, 3} and 1} i/s. The output is 3} watts.
The specification supplied, claims a frequency response of 80
to 14,000 c/s ±3 dB at 7} i/s. with a signal to noise ratio of
40 dB. Wow and flutter is quoted at 0.2 per cent. The price is
£42 complete with microphone, tape and spare spool. A fourtrack version is available for £47 Ss. Manufacturers: Tape
Recorders (Electronics) Ltd., 784-788 High Road, Tottenham,
London, N.17.

TWO
TRUVOX
RECORDERS

""TWO new recorders have joined the Truvox range. The model
R.62, a two-track machine with speeds of 3} and 1} i/s and
the R.64 a four-track recorder with speeds of 7} and 3} i/s.
Features include: monitoring, pause control, automatic stop,
magic eye level indicator, tone control and recording interlock
button. The claimed frequency response of the R.62 is 40-10,000
c/s at 3} i/s and 60-6,000 c/s at 1} i/s. With the R.64, the
response is quoted as 40-14,000 c/s at 7} i/s and 40-10,000 c/s at
3} i/s. Wow and flutter is better than 0.25 per cent, at 7} i/s.
Seven inch spools are fitted. Both of the recorders have an output

•In one of London's most fastidious boroughs, home of theatre
and television personalities, playwrights, novelists and politicians, the
PLANET U-l tape deck (£39.10.0) Is causing a lot of cxdtemcnt
For months now we have been steadily booking orders for this semipro model. We also stock the well-known Tandberg, together with all
kinds of audio equipment. We are open up to 10 p.m.-closed Thursday.
57 FAIRFAX ROAD MAI
STUDIO 99 SWISS COTTAGE 8855 HAMPSTEAD
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REVIEWED
mulator, a car battery of 6-24 volts or a mains operated power
unit, so that it is possible to select the most economical and best
suited power supply for any kind of use.
The very wide range of tape speeds is also useful to meet
the needs of any given job. For professional or broadcast quality
recordings the top speed of 71 i/s would be used; for slightly
less stringent requirements the lower speed of 31 i/s would
suffice; and for speech quality or for very extended recording
time the lowest speed of 11 i/s or 15/16 i/s would be used.
Tape loading is simple and straightforward and the reels are
attached to the supply and take-up spindles by spring loaded
tumbuckles which cannot be lost or mislaid. The hinged lid
is fitted with a window which bears an engraved dual scale
which is useful for calculating elapsed playing time as well as
the remaining playing time.
Piano key controls provide wind, rewind, stop, record and
play facilities, but the on-off switch is combined with the speed
control " gear change " control.
A meter type record level indicator is fitted and this can also
be used to check the battery voltage.

*
■

UHER
'4000 REPORT"
BATTERY
RECORDER
*

Manufacturer's Specification: Recording sense: two tracks to
international standard. Tape speeds: 15/16 i/s, U i/s, 3i i/s and
i/s. Reel size: up to 5 in. Playing time (double play tape): 2
times 4 hours at 15/16 i/s, 2 times 2 hours at 1} i/s, 2 times 1
hour at 3J i/s, 2 times i hour at 7i i/s. Frequency response:
70-5,000 c/s at 15/16 i/s, 50-11,000 c/s at 1} i/s, 50-18,000 c/s at
3J i/s, 50-22,000 c/s at 7i i/s. Signal noise ratio: 50 dB or better.
Wow and flutter: plus or minus 0.15 per cent, or better at 7i i/s
(audible frequencies only). Power output; 1 watt (push-pull power
stage). Power supplies: 4 flashlight cells (1.5 V. each) or " dryfit"
storage battery or Model 880 mains operated power unit or automobile ,battery of 6-24 volts. Transistor complement: 5 TF65's,
2 TF66 s, 3 AC117's, 1 ACI20. Controls: "piano key" push
buttons, electric remote control. Inputs and outputs: microphone,
radio, phono', external loudspeaker, earphones, remote control,
power unit and battery charger, Model 817 Akustomat. Dimensions: approx. lOj in. x 81 in. x 3} in. Weight: (less batteries
or power unit) approx. 7 lb. Price: £97 13s. Distributors: Bosch
Limited, Domestic Appliance Division, 205 Great Portland Street,
London, W.I.
•
«
•

Speed Wow and Flutter
An intermittent fault in the motor governor or governor
control transistor made exact measurement of tape speed difficult
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but I think 1 am safe in saying that the actual tape speeds were
within 1 per cent, of the nominal speeds when the governor was
operating properly.
Short term speed fluctuations, within my one-second wow and
flutter measurement periods, would not be affected by the
governor fault and the mean r-mj. readings were 0.1 per cent,
at 71 and 3i i/s, 0.15 per cent, at IJ i/s and 0.2 per cent, at
15/16 i/s. Fig. I shows the fluttergrams, or pen recordings of the
output of my flutter bridge at the various speeds, and it will be
seen that there is no cyclical speed disturbance at any speed which
might add or cancel to give variations in overall recorded and
playback wow and flutter.
The drive system deserves special mention as it has been
carefully designed to minimise speed changes due to sudden
movements of the recorder during normal portable use. The
governed motor drives a 1 in. diameter drum at approximately
the same speed as the motor (3,000 r.p.m.) by means of a flexible
rubber belt and this drum, which is stepped at one end, is
moved bodily by the speed change lever so that the various
steps bear on a V-shaped tyre on the underside of a relatively
light 3 in. diameter flywheel on the capstan shaft. Most of the
smoothing is done by the high speed drum, and the flywheel is
used as a speed reduction device rather than a filter element.
A heavy large diameter flywheel would be very sensitive to small
movements of the recorder—try moving your gramophone turntable when playing a record and you will see what I mean!
CCIR test tapes were played at the various speeds and they all
showed a 6 dB step in the high frequency response indicating that

0.08* •
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THE Uher " 4000 Report" has been designed to suit the
advanced amateur and professional recordist. A novel drive
system allows it to operate in any position and it is not affected
by sudden movements. It can be run from readily available
flashlight cells, a " dryfit" storage battery which combines the
advantages of a dry battery with the rechargability of an accu-
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1 SECOND"
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the playback responses were matched to NARTB 50, 100, 200
and 400 microsecond characteristics in line with the normal
practice of Continental manufacturers. System noise, from transistors and motor, was better than 40 dB below test tape level
at all speeds and bulk erased tape was within 1 dB of this level
on playback. But tape erased and recorded on the machine with
the gain control at zero was 7 dB above bulk erased tape noise.
This shows that the bias waveform is not symmetrical and that
!
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but it may sound a trifle " thin " on musical items. The cardioid
microphone is also rather sensitive to wind noise, and an adequate
windshield will have to be used for most outside recordings.
Comment
Good and bad features are almost equally balanced on this
recorder. Plus points: excellent record-play response; good wow
and flutter performance and freedom from movement effects;
wide range of speeds, making it very adaptable for various uses;
compact, and ideal for really portable applications. Minus points:
high bias noise; flimsy case—the lid and back cover are of very
thin aluminium and could be easily dented or bent; knobs are
rather small and it is difficult to get an adequate grip on the ones
that have to be pulled out for switching functions (panel light
on-off, L.S. on-off, etc.). Some of these latter points are compromises towards extreme portability and lightness and do not
really affect the electrical performance. Bias noise is the only
really serious criticism and it is difficult to guess whether this
is a fault in this particular machine or not. The governor fault
is certainly not " built in ", but it should be looked for in case
it is a design weakness.
A. Tutchings.
t
i
*

there is a small out of balance D.C. component which is causing
this noise. Peak recording level of 12 dB above test tape level
could be recorded without distortion, indicating that the bias
was optimum for highest recorded level and low distortion.
Signal Noise Ratio
The measured signal noise ratio, from peak recording level
down to recorded tape noise, ranged from 44 dB at 7i i/s to
37 dB at 15/16 i/s. The ratio at 3i i/s was 42 dB. The slight
tape hiss was completely lost in ambient acoustic noise picked
up on the microphone under outdoor recording conditions, but,
nevertheless, attention to the bias oscillator waveform is needed
to bring this recorder up to full professional standards at 7i i/s.
Record Play Responses
Fig. 2 shows the overall record replay responses from microphone input to line output at all tape speeds and these electrical
responses are eminently satisfactory. The slight bass cut at 15/16
i/s is required to balance the top cut caused by the very short
recorded wavelengths, and both speech and music quality is highly
satisfactory even at the lowest speed.
Acoustic Responses
White noise measurements at 7i i/s gave the overall response,
from electrical mic input to acoustic sound output on the
speaker axis, shown by fig. 3. Slight cabinet boxiness is evident
at 500 c/s, and this was confirmed by listening tests, but sound
reproduction is adequate for judging the content of a tape in the
field. Recordings would normally be played or re-recorded from
line output, or the tape played on a home based machine for
final quality assessment.
The microphone response is shown in fig. 4. The fall in bass
response is useful for speech or outdoor sound effect recording
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SONY
521
STEREO
RECORDER

Manufacturer's Specification: Power requirements: 95 watts,
110, 117, 220 volts A.C., 50 or 60 cycles. Tape speeds: instantaneous selection 7f i/s or 3J i/s. Frequency response: 30-18,000
c/s at 7i i/s, dynamic range ± 2 dB 50-15,000 c/s; 30-13,000 c/s
at 3f i/s, dynamic range ±2 dB 50-10,000 c/s. Signal to noise
ratio: 50 dB or more across line output (measured by NARTB
standards). Flutter and wow: less than 0.15 per cent, at 7i i/s;
less than 0.25 per cent, at 3J i/s. Harmonic distortion: less than
2 per cent, at 3 dB below rated output. Erase head: in line
(stacked) quarter track. Record-playback heads: in line (stacked)
quarter track. Bias frequency; 65 Kc/s. Level indication: two
V.U. meters (calibrated to read zero dB at 12 dB below tape
saturation). Level controls: individual controls on each channel
for playback, microphone and auxiliary inputs; provides professional mixing facilities for recording sound with sound. Tone
controls: two position switch selects either flat response or 8 dB
bass boost for monitoring speakers or low level listening. Editing
facilities: instant stop lever, automatic tape lifters, fast forward
and rewind, manual cueing and digital footage indicator. Mode
selection: instantaneous push button switching from stereophonic
to monophonic recording and playback, also instantaneous selection of either 4-track or 2-track stereophonic or monophonic
recording and playback. Input impedance (per channel); high
impedance microphone inputs, high impedance auxiliary inputs.
Output impedance (per channel; 8 ohms monitor speaker or
earphone outputs, 600 ohm 0 dB line outputs. Output level:
6 watts combined monitor speaker outputs. Tube complement:
2 12AD7, 2 6AU6, 2 6AQ5, 1 I2BH7. 1 6CA4. Weight: 42 lb.
Dimensions: 16i in. x I2i in. x 7J in. Price: £130 4s. Distributors: Tcllux Ltd., 44 Brunei Road, Acton, London, W.3.
THIS is a completely self-contained stereo recording and playback system with two dynamic microphones, two recording
channels, with inbuilt power output stages, and two monitor
loudspeakers built into the sides of the case with hinged reflector
flaps so that the operator, sitting fairly close to the front of the
machine, can monitor the stereo balance while recording or during
a playback check. Provision is also made for plugging in a pair
(Continued on page 357)
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GEORGE JEFFREY LTD.
(WAVERLEY RECORDS)

FOR ONLY £8
YOU CAN BUY A PROFESSIONAL
RIBBON MICROPHONE
COMPLETE WITH
DESK STAND
The MSA is a new ribbon microphone from Film Industries; it
employs the highly successful
ribbon assembly that is used by
recording and broadcasting
studios throughout the world.
By improved manufacturing
methods we are now able to
make these available at a price
within the reach of all serious
enthusiasts.

CRAIGHALL RECORDING STUDIOS
68 Craighall Road, Edinburgh 6
These modern and fully equipped studios offer the following
services.
★ COMMERCIAL AND PRIVATE RECORDING SESSIONS.
★ HIRE OF STUDIO FOR PRACTICE AND REHEARSAL
WORK.
★ TAPE TO DISC TRANSFER SERVICE..
★

MOBILE RECORDING UNIT ALSO AVAILABLE.

The studios are equipped with the latest EMI and
Ortofon Equipment, catering for both Mono and Stereo
recording work. AChallen Grand Piano and Hammond
Electronic organ have been installed.

PRICE £8
All impedances and complete
with desk stand and 12ft.
screened cable.
Get the best from your recorder—
BUY A FILM INDUSTRIES MICROPHONE,
send for full details:
FILM INDUSTRIES LTD.
90 BELSIZE LANE, N.W.3
Tel: HAM 9632

SEND FOR OUR FULL DETAILED PRICE LIST
GEORGE JEFFREY LTD.
AUDIO HOUSE,
23 Earl Grey Street, Edinburgh, 3.
Tel.: FOU 8389.

MAKE YOUR TAPE RECORDER
BINDERS
for

jEflUY^^PORTABLE

THE TAPE RECORDER
VoKaJio
WITH A^Q^m^JCONVERTER

«*

A Valradlo converter enables you to operate your tape
recorder from car, boat or caravan battery, or any other
source of low voltage or D.C. supply, making it possible for
you to record outdoor events, or dictation, or to provide
entertainment when you go on holiday or picnics, etc.
Prices range from £6.10.0., many models available
Write for fully descriptive folder to

•rr

Semi-permanent Binders for
Volume 4 now available.
From the first number keep your copies clean and ready for easy
reference. Semi-permanent binders are available for volume 4.
Each case will take twelve copies plus index and will open flat at
any page. They are covered in black buckram and gold blocked on
spine with name and volume number. Also available, volume 3.
Price 15s. post free.

VALRADIO LTD.
Dept.. TR/C.,
Browelh Lane.
Felcham, Middlesex
Tel. Felcham 4242
Valradio and Stereosonoscope are the registred tradt marks of Valradlo Ltd.
Write for fully descriptive folder on converters for tape recorders and other
equipment.
ADDRESS
Make and type of equipment:
In/Output and freq. required:

MILES HENSLOW PUBLICATIONS LTD
99 MORTIMER STREET, LONDON W.I
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED —(continued)
of stereo headphones. For full stereo playback, - wide range
speakers may be plugged directly into the output jacks, or the
line outputs may feed separate power amplifiers and speakers.
Auxiliary inputs, such as the output from a stereo pickup, may
be mixed with the microphone input.
For monophonic recording, channel 2 is disconnected so that
two separate tracks may be recorded by turning over the reels in
the normal way.
The head block can be moved bodily by the 2-track—4-track
shift lever so that the top heads scan the upper edge of the tape
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as if " bugs " are present so far, and further development of this
facility is required! In fact, the CCIR tape played back perfectly
level with the American equalisation and so no harm was done.
0 2

- *
3i i/.
,
• <.1.

'

1

1 Second

or the centre of the normal two channel track. Note that
43 thou' tracks are used at all times, there is no switching from
wide to narrow tracks, only the position is changed.
Wow and Flutter
The wow and flutter was measured in the usual way by recording a steady 3 Kc/s tone at each speed and playing the output
into a limiter-F.M. discriminator circuit (flutter bridge) to change
the frequency (speed) variations into amplitude fluctuations which
were recorded on a high speed pen recorder to give my standard
" fluttergrams " (see fig. 1). At the same time the output was
integrated to give a Root Mean Square (r.m.s.) reading which is
shown adjacent to each pen recording.
The rms. readings were well within the specification, and wow.
or slow speed changes, were shown to be completely negligible.

7$ I/S CCIR.
'

.NARTB
1
3^ I/S NAR.T.
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A very slight flutter can be detected at 36 c/s at the high speed,
and 18 c/s at the lower speed. This corresponds to the rotational
frequency of the idler wheel which couples the motor pulley to
the flywheel. The flutter can just be detected on a pure tone at
3i i/s, but is not noticeable on a musical recording—even sensitive
slow piano music.
Playback Only Responses
To find the responses from pre-recorded tapes, 100 and 200
microsecond test tapes were played at 7i and 3i i/s respectively.
At 7i i/s the responses were as expected: level on the CCIR
(100 microsecond) equalisation, and with a stepped response falling
approximately 6 dB at high frequencies with NARTB (50 microsecond) equalisation.
At 3i i/s only the NARTB equalisation could be checked as
motor boating and high frequency oscillation occurred on the
top and bottom channels respectively when the equalisation button
was set for CCIR response. According to the instruction book
this equalisation button is a new addition to the machine—it looks

Record Play Responses
Fig. 3 shows the overall record-play responses which are satisfactory at 7i i/s, but rather lacking in high note response at 3} i/s
—this lack of top response may be another aspect of the fault
mentioned in the preceding section—or it may be slight over
biasing for the lower speed.
Test tape level was recorded at either speed with the V.U.
meter reading —6 dB, and a level 15 dB above test tape level
could be recorded with no visible waveform distortion; for this
peak level recording the meter needle was well off scale, but this is
in order as the dynamics of the meter movement have to be taken
into account and, on transients, such instantaneous peaks would
only just kick the meter needle into the red region. Distortion
and under signal noise was extremely low and this demonstrates
once again that it is much more important to set the bias for
lowest distortion rather than for the widest possible frequency
response.
Signal Noise Ratio
System noise was 37 dB below test tape level, and playing
bulk erased tape did not alter this reading. Tape erased and recorded on the machine, with the gain controls at zero, showed a
noise only 2 dB above system noise which indicates that the pushpull erase-bias oscillator has a clean balanced waveform. Total
dynamic range to peak recording level is thus 52 dB, which more
than meets the specification.
Acoustic Response
A white noise test tape was played, using the CCIR playback
response, and the sound output measured on the axis of one of
the speakers giving the solid curve of fig. 4. As the sound is not
heard directly on the speaker axis during stereo monitoring the
high note response was again measured with the reflector flap
set to 45°, giving the R.H. dotted curve of fig. 5.
A bass boost switch is provided to compensate for the low
note losses of small speakers, and the L.H. dotted curve shows
the response with the switch set to the " Bass " position. It will
be seen that the response is now maintained level to below
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NOT MASS PRODUCED BUT VIRTUALLY HAND-MADE FOR RELIABILITY
AND CONSISTENTLY HIGH STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE
RIO SPECIFICATION: 2 or 4 track version. 10 watts push/pull
output.
Record Replay Responses—
7J ips. 40-16,000 C.P.S."] ± 3 dBs.
3| ips. 40-10,000 C.P.S. >At optimum
1J ips. 50- 6,000 C.P.S. J bias setting.
Signal/Noise ratio—
half track 50 dBs at Sf ips.
quarter track 45 dBs at 3} ips.
Modified Collaro Studio Deck. Microphone and Radio/Gram
inputs each with separate gain controls for mixing. Separate
bass and treble controls. ± 12 dBs at 50 cycles and 12 k/cs.
Adjustable monitor volume control independent of record
level. Peak signal lever meter 2J in. square. Bogen heads.
Record safety device. 600 ohms Cathode follower output.
Two per cent total harmonic distortion on peaks. 200/250
volts 50 cycles or 100/120 volts 60 cycles. Valve line up:
3 EF86, 2 ECC83, 1 ECC82, 2 ECL86. Metal rectifier, contact
cooled.
Prices: 2 Track 7'spools
59 gns.
4 Track 7' spools
69 gns.

BRITAIN'S

LARGEST

TAPE
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Fully Illustrated literature available on request to—
REPS (TAPE RECORDERS) LTD.
118 Park Road North, South Acton,
London, W.3
Phone: Acorn 4141

RECORDER

AND

HI-FI

If you have outgrown your
present tape recorder or hl-fl Ml ORDER EXPERTS
equipment
and would like to
PART
EXCHANGE
own a more advanced
m
machine, as used by profesSPECIALISTS sional and serious tape
IB
recorder enthusiasts. Contact
us today 1 t I
AND APPOINTED AGENTS FOR
X1
Fcrrograph 4AH ... 81 gnt. WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
Veritone I
89 gns.
THROUGHOUT THE BRITISH ISLES
Fcrrograph 422/4 ... 110 gnt.
Rcflectograph 'A' ... 105 gnt.
Complete High-Fidelity
Tandberg 6 Stereo ... 110 gnt. TRANSISTOR-BATTERY
... 29 gns. systems supplied in parts
Vortexion WVA
... £93.13.0 GrundigTKI
... 45 gnt. or built to customers'
Brenell Mk. 5 'W ... 88 gnt. Optacord 412
... 69 gnt. requirements. The latest
Simon SP.S
93 gnt. Butoba MT5
59 gns. equipment and cabinets
Brenell Mk. 5
... 64 gns. Fi-Cord Al
... 24 gns. in stock.
Ferrograph 4AN
Truvox R7
82 gnt. Philips EL3585
Philipt Stereo
... 92 gns. Stuzxi Magnette ... 59 gns.
Sony 521 Stereo ... 124 gnt.
ALL GOODS AVAILABLE ON OUR FAMOUS
Large stocks of new and
Reps RIO
59 gns.
used tape recorders at barAmpcx Stereo 971 ... 225 gnt.
gain prices. Ask for list.
Revox Stereo
... 110 gns.
NO INTEREST TERMS
30%
to 60% reductions
ALL
ABOVE
RECORDERS
on
original
price.
20%"deposit, balance 12 months. 18 to 24 months terms available
AVAILABLE
FROM
STOCK
CENTRE
Tap© recordors^

FREE SERVICING —FREE DELIVERY—300 MACHINES ON DISPLAY —OUR MAIL ORDER
DEPARTMENT WILL DEAL WITH YOUR ENQUIRY BY RETURN. WRITE—PHONE—CALL FOR
A QUOTATION ON YOUR MACHINE. A LARGE SELECTION OF USED TAPE RECORDERS.
REW

EARLSFIELD LTD.. 226 UPPER TOOTING ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I7
Telephone: BALHAM 771*
100 yards from Tooting Broadway underground ttation: opposite Tooting Market
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all for standard bias. The uniformity was such that random
samples could be interspliced and recorded with no audible
difference in response or playback level.
The drop out charts and D.C. noise factor figures are shown
in fig. 2. Here again there is little to choose between the tapes
in practical use. The slightly stiffer base of the acetate tapes
tends to increase the drop out count, and the Mylar base
standard play tape has few drop outs and a lower D.C. noise

EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—(continued)
100 c/s, but that on the internal speakers a cabinet resonance at
200 c/s is brought into prominence, giving slight boxiness.
F7 Microphone
The dynamic microphones supplied with the 521 recorder are
pressure units with non-directional polar response and a high
impedance output. The response of one unit was measured and
is shown in fig. 5. A slightly better high note response would
have been useful, but the curve is smooth and free of peaks and
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Comment
This is a lovely machine to handle; it has that indefinable
" professional" feel, where all the controls are " just right" and
one is never in any doubt as to the operation or function of each
knob or lever. It also has that professional feel of being nailed
to the floor! But if you can afford this machine you will
probably own a big car to carry it around! Plus points: low
wow and flutter and properly equalised response at 7i i/s; good
signal noise ratio; full portable stereo recording and playback
facilities; excellent controls and facilities. Minus points: 3i i/s
flutter and record replay response below the best modern standards. It is fundamentally a four-track recorder (43 thou' track
width) and as such it must be slightly inferior to the best twotrack (90 thou' track width) machines in sensitivity to " drop
outs" or tape faults, and subjective signal noise ratio.
A. Tutchings.

Y ■'

9dB

than the others which makes it eminently suitable for its intended
use as a Master tape for important recordings and for archive
use where good storage properties are needed.
Comment
It is very easy when carrying out tests (as described in the
June 1961 issue) to soar away on the clouds of pure theory
without ever listening to the tapes at all! I hasten to add that
I have listened to the tapes most carefully and have used the
above tests as a guide to tell me what to listen for. On good
equipment and good tapes it is possible to drop the recording
level by 20 dB so as to bring up the tape noise relative to
the signal on playback, and it is also possible to increase the
recording level at least 6 dB above optimum without disastrous
distortion. The C.B.S. tapes stood up to these tests very well;
the Mylar standard play tape was just perceptibly quieter on the
first test, and all tapes showed a gentle overload characteristic
with a slight advantage again to the standard play tapes, both
Acetate and Mylar base.
A. Tutchings.

G.B.S. TAPE REVIEWED

AUTOMATIC CONTROL over radio
and/or tape recorder. Will switch ON/
OFF or OFF/ON once every 24 hours at
any manually prc-sct time. Minimum
time lapse 30 minutes. It has a current
rating of I amp
sutlicient to carry radio
Ideal for Tape Recorders and/or
|ape ^0^. Complete with key
/ A P & P and mounting bracket. Used but in perAml i O
feel condition. Fully guaranteed.
m KINGSWOOD
SUPPLIES (T.R.2). 4 Sale Place. London. W.2. PAD 8189

C^ B.S. make six grades of tape: standard, extended play and
double play on acetate base, and the same again on Mylar
polyester base. 1 can only trace five samples in my review batch,
the double play acetate seems to be missing. If this is my fault
I hope the manufacturer will accept my apologies! Fig. 1 shows
the responses and sensitivity figures.
The dotted curves show that there is some directional effect
(see December 1961 review for explanation). The direction for
best frequency response was quite random, on some reels it was
track 1, on others it was track 2. The sensitivity figures for
these tapes was very consistent, and the responses shown are
SENSITIVITY
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the polar response is fairly broad at high frequencies (due to
the relatively small diaphragm) which makes it a good choice
for this stereo application.
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s.p.
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FOR AUDIO IN BIRMINGHAM
IN DOUBT?
Choose by Comparison
IN TROUBLE ?
Try our Service
SALES OR SERVICE ON ALL QUALITY RECORDERS
14 YEARS SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE AT YOUR DISPOSAL
416 MOSELEY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 12
Telephone Calthorpe 2554

10.000
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TWO

HI-FI

INDISPENSABLE

YEAR

YEAR

BOOKS

BOOK

The 7th edition of this world renowned annual publication has been enlarged and now contains 272 pages and includes
articles by leading authorities. The disc Stereo Picture and Microphones by Stanley Kelly; New Developments In Transistor
Amplifiers by George Tillett; Radio Tuners by Arthur Wayne; The Dynamic Decibel and Time on Tape by Graham Balmain.
Loudspeakers for 1962-3 by Ralph West. Technical specifications are given of over 1000 items of Hi-FI and Tape Equipment,
and over 500 of these are photographically illustrated.

I***

ttiS

vj

CINE

YEAR

BOOK

For the first time ever, a comprehensive survey in one complete volume of the cine market for the cine user. The new
reference book for the professional the enthusiast, and the photo dealer. This valuable book follows the unique pattern
set and maintained by the "Hi-Fi Year Book"—separate and detailed directories for every product group—Cameras,
Lenses, Exposure Meters, Lighting, Film Stock, Screens, Projectors, etc. Some 200 photographic illustrations, suppliers'
addresses, product specifications, library lists, cine services are all included in this hard bound book.
PRICE EACH BOOK 10s. 6d. plus Is. postage

MILES HENSLOW PUBLICATIONS LTD.
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99 mortimer sr., London, w.i

READERS'

PROBLEMS

TAPE TO DISC SERVICES -

The following are members of the Association of Professional
Recording Studios who can be relied on to give satisfaction

•fa Readers who encounter snags, or who run into trouble with
their tape recording equipment, are invited to write to this
editorial office for advice, marking the envelopes " Readers' Problems—Tape Replies will either be sent direct by post, or published in this column if the subject is of general interest. However, we must emphasise that this advisory service cannot include
requests for information about manufacturers' products when
such information is obviously obtainable from the makers themselves. If is also essential to keep the queries reasonably short
and to the point, and to limit them to one specific subject if at
all possible. And, please, in no circumstances confuse such
letters with references to other matters which may have to be
dealt with by other departments in our office.
Television Sound Breakthrough
Dear Sir,—I have a Grundig 700L tape recorder. Recently I
have found that when I play back a recording, I have also
recorded the B.B.C. T.V. sound programme. By running the
machine on recording without any inputs I can make quite a
good recording of the current B.B.C. T.V. sound programme.
With a Grundig low impedance microphone it is even stronger. I
can record with Acos high impedance microphone fairly well
but the B.B.C. is still faintly in the background. I live one-third
of a mile from a B.B.C. T.V. transmitter. After the B.B.C. has
closed down recordings are perfect. I am told that the erase
head may be in tune with B.B.C. frequency—how can I rectify
it?
Yours faithfully, F.H.T., Sutton Coldfield.
You are in a difficult situation, in which it is almost possible
to pick up the T.V. signal on a piece of siring, and it is very
difficult to know just whereabouts in your equipment it is coming
in. / think you will have to experiment with small chokes, made
by taking about 10 turns of 16 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire round
your little finger or a pencil close to your erase head, and, if this
does not clear the trouble, in the grid circuit of the first valve as
well. It will be a case of trial and error, or " if at first you
don't succeed, try again " but I hope it will be successful in the
end. This has certainly been the case in other similar instances
in my experience.
«
•
*
Linking Equipment
Dear Sir:—I have an H.M.V. tape recorder, model D.S.R.I.,
which I am using in conjunction with an Armstrong Stereo 44.
As the unit has " Tape Record " and " Tape Replay " sockets
there is no difficulty in connecting up to the appropriate sockets
of the recorder, using screen leads.
In practice, however, it is impossible to get adequate volume
for either purpose. The strongest radio signal will not close the
magic eye for recording and on replay it is necessary to use
maximum volume to obtain any results. This is on an 8 watt
amplifier!
The reason for this appears to be in the differing sensitivities
and impedances of the two instruments. The recording output of
the Armstrong is given as 150/200 mV at 1 M ohm. The high
impedance output of the recorder is 100 mV at 200 K ohm,
whilst the replay input of the Armstrong is 500 mV at 54 K ohm.
I have been advised to incorporate a suitable resistor and condensor in the leads, but I find this difficult to do with a screened
lead with a rather complicated plug at each end.
Yours faithfully. F.H.C., Cranwell.
The main difficulty that you are experiencing lies not so much
in the variations between input and output impedances as in the
differences between the signals available and those required. No
Incorporation of resistors or capacitors in the connecting lead
is going to increase the signal voltage available, so we must look
elsewhere for the answer.
The discrepancy between the output of the Armstrong and
the recorder input requirement can virtually be ignored, the
culprit is the lOOmV of replay signal when five limes that amount
is required to load the amplifier at full gain.
A much higher signal voltage than this must be available in
the tape recorder and so I would suggest that you write to
H.M.V. explaining the problem.

RECORDING & TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
'specialise in the production of microgroove records from
Professional and Amateur recordings (Acetate copies; Processing Masters and Pressings at ICi; iij & 45 r.p.m.) Extended
playing times achieved by controlled culling. Editing, Label
printing. Mobile and "Off the Air" Services.
7 HIGH STREET, MAIDENHEAD (Tel: 230)

TAPE RECORDERS • AUDIO EQUIPMENT • DISC
CUTTING STD & LP FROM TAPE
•
STUDIO
FACILITIES • HIRE SERVICE • SALES • EXCHANGES
MAGNEGRAPH
I Hanway Place, London, W.I
Tel: LAN 2156

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE
78s & LPs from your own tapes
Master Discs and pressings
Recording Studio equipped with Bechstein Grand
Mobile Recording Van—" Off the Air" Service
Practising studios with or without accompanist
21 Bishops Close Church Lane. E.I7 COP 3889

YOUR TAPE DEALER
Specialists in Hi-Fi Equipment and Tape Recorders
CHELSEA RECORD CENTRE
203 KINGS ROAD, S.W.3 FLA 2596
Op«n till 8 p.m. (except Thursdays)

Disc and Tape Reproducing Equipment and Tape Recorders
by Leading Manufacturers
CUSTOM BUILT INSTALLATIONS
All High Fidelity Requirements and Services Available
Estimates Free
Personal Service
Custom High Fidelity
371 Green Lanes, Palmers Green, London, N.I3
Tel. PALmers Green 5228

FOR ALL LEADING
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
call, write, or telephone

hUS
hampstead HIGH-FIDELITY
91a Heath Street, Hampstead, London N,W.3 Telephone HAUpstead 6371
ALL LEADING MAKES IN STOCK
Cash or Easy Terms
lAStrrS
LONDON'S FINEST SERVICE
207 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2
PAD 3271/2
33 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I MUS 260S
361

TAPE

COVERS
Smmrc> waterproof cover
to give complete protection to your tape recorder.
Made from rubberised
'canvas in navy, wine, tan,
grey and bottle green
with white contrasting
pipings, reinforced base,
handy zip microphone
pocket and name panel.
Philips EL3536
70/.. EL35I5 ...
57/6
., EL354I/I5
57/6
,. Starmakcr...
66/Cossor 1602
57/6
„ 1601
63/Stella ST455
63/„ ST454
57/6
SajaMK.5,
57/6
Grundlg I is.I
Stuxzl
Trlcorder
...
S8/.. TK.5
Saba
...63/.. TK.8
Wyndsor Viscount
55/-*
TK.I4&2
Victor
...
60/-"
T.K.20
Elizabethan Princess
69/TK.24
Avon
60/.. TK.25
,.
Escort
57/6*
„ TK.30
Major
63/.. TK.35
FT.I ...
66/.. TK.40
FT.3
...
75/.. TK.50
Fi-Cord
52/6
„ TK.55
Kortlng (4 crack stereo)... 63/.. TK.60
Harting
Stereo
66/TK.830/3
Fidelicy Argyle
55/-*
.. Cub
Simon SP4
63/-«
Telefunken 85
Clarion (with strap) ... 52/6
85
Brenell
Mk.5
77/75/15
.. 3 star
69/76K
Minivo*
C
61/95
Robuk RK.3
67/6
Philips 8108
Ferrograph
... ... 80/.... 8109
Sony 521
90/EL3538
63/- •Without pocket. tPrlce to be announced.
EL3542
A. BROWN & SONS LTD.
24-28. GEORGE STREET. HULL Tel: 25413.25412

PHILIPS
TAPE

m

RECORDERS

at the
1 Thebrilliantnewbatteryoperated mobile recorder
24 GNS
CHELSEA

2 The professional recorder at YOUR price 59 GNS
3 The Family Tape Recorder! Four Tracks!
Super-imposing facilities
34 GNS

RECORD

CENTRE and all records and equipment
20 3

KINGS

ROAD

LONDON

SW3

FLA

RECORDER

2 596

THE RECORDER CO.
18 Months to Pay
Deposit IB Monthly
Poyments
C s. d. C s. d.
MAINS 2-TRACK
Truvox R82
5 15 6 2 17 9
Brenell 3 Star
6 2 0 3 0 II
Reps. R.I0
6 4 0 3 2 0
7 2 0 3 6 10
Brenell Mk. 5
Telefunken 85KL ... 8 6 0 4 3 0
Ferrograph 4A/N ... 9 0 0 4 4 6
Brenell 5 Type "M" 9 5 0 4 12 5
Vericone 16
9 13 0 4 IS 6
Simon SP/5 ...
9 16 0 4 17 8
Reflectograph "A" II 5 0 5 10 0
4-TRACK MONAURAL
Grundlg TK23
4 15 0 2 7 3
Brenell 3 Scar
6 2 0 3 0 II
Philips EL3S42
6 4 0
2 0
Cossor CR.I60I ... 6 4 0 3 2 0
Truvox R.84
6 4 0 3 2 0
Elizabethan Major ... 7 3 0
7 II
7 5 0 3 12 6
Reps, R.I0
Grundlg T.K.40
8 0 0 3 18 8
4-TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL
9 16 0 4 16 6
Philips EL3536
Telefunken 97
10 0 0 4 19 9
Akal M.6
13 13 0 6 16 6
Open all day Saturday—
Friday 6.30 p.m.

features the highly successful

Cosh
Gns.
55
58
59
64
79
81
88
91
93
105
45
58
59
59
59
65
69
75
92
95
130

THE

OPTACORD
412
CASH
45 GNS.
£4.15.0 deposit
nd umonthly
payments of
£3.10.10
1"HE tape recorder that can be used indoors
on mains and outdoors on batteries and car
batteries without adaptors. Tape speeds 3}
i.p.s. takes 4i in. spools with playing time up
to IJ hours. Only 45 gns. OPTACORD 412
embodies latest and many expensive features
such as push-button control, fast wind and rewind, tape position indicator, instantaneous
stop, tone control, etc. We shall be pleased
to demonstrate—or send fuller details.
* INTEREST FREE terms
* FREE INSURANCE COVERING YOUR PAYMENTS
IN THE EVENT OF SICKNESS OR UNEMPLOYMENT
* FREE DELIVERY
* PART EXCHANGES

12 Months to Pay
Deposit 12 Monthly Cash
Payments
£ s. d. £ a. d. Gns.
MAINS TWIN-TRACK
Argyll Minor
2 6 3 1 14 8 22
Grundlg TKI4 ... 3 13 6 2 15 2 35
Elizabethan TT3 ... 4 2 0 3 1 5 39
Reps. R.I0
6 3 II 4 13 0 59
Telefunken 95
6 3 II 4 13 0 59
4-TRACK
Stuzzl
2 16 6 2 0 10 26
Philips "Star Maker" 2 16 9 2 2 7 27
Argyll 4-T
3 4 0 2 6 4 29 f
Elizabethan FTI ... 3 II 5 2 13 7 34
Philips EL354I
3 IS 8 2 16 9 36
Stella ST454
3 17 9 2 18 4 37
Sound
...
4 15 0 3 10 10 45
Elizabethan FT3
4 IS 0 3 10 10 45
Grundlg TK23
4 IS 0 3 10 10 45
BATTERY
Clarion Mk. 1
2 0 0 1 9 II 19
2 10 5 1 17 10 24
Philips EL3S85
Stella ST470
2 15 0 1 19 2 25
Clarion Mk. 2
2 16 9 2 2 7 27
Grundlg TK.I
3 1 0 2 5 8 29
Optacord Battery,'
Mains 4 15 0 3 10 10 45
Stuzzl Magnette
6 4 0 4 12 II 59
Butoba MTS
7 0 0 5 3 10 66
Flcord 202
7 0 0 5 3 10 66

RECORDERICO.

(Dept. R) 188, WEST END LANE, WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.6.
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If unable to call, write
for free brochure or
send deposit now for
quick delivery.
Telephone: SWI 4977

YOUMt TAPE DEALER

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be prc-paid and accompanied by a postal order, money order, or cheque. The rate is
6d. per word with a minimum charge of 7/6d. Box numbers
may be used for an extra charge of l/6d. The trade rate
is 9d. per word, plus 2s. for a box number, conditions on
application. Send replies to box numbers, c/o "The Tape
Recorder 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.l.
No responsibility will be accepted by the editor, the publishers,
or the printers of The Tape Recorder for the quality of any
goods offered, bought, or exchanged through the medium of
these columns, or for any failure in payment, etc., though the
greatest care will be taken to ensure that only bona fide
advertisements are accepted.
All advertisements for the October issue must arrive not later
than September 5th.

SHEEN TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS. ACCESSORIES. HI-FI EQUIPMENT
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP—SALES AND SERVICE
Showrooms Open until 7 p.m.
8 STATION PARADE
SHEEN LANE. SHEEN
PROSPECT 0985
(Opposite Mortlake Station S.R.)
LONDON, S.W.I4
Country and Provinciai
BOURNEMOUTH
NATIONAL RADIO SUPPLIES
66 Holdenhurst Road,
Bournemouth
Tape, Hi-Fi & components
Tel. 25232

For Sale
SPECIAL OFFER
Two copies only. Fully-bound editions of "The Tape
Recorder" Volume 3, February 1961 to January 1962, individually hand-stitched and covered in black buckram, goldblocked on spine. Slightly soiled, originally 46s. now offered
at 36s., post free. 99. Mortimer Street, London, W.I.

H. D. KIRK

Pre-recorded tapes. Unique complete catalogue listing all makes,
mono, stereo. 7i and 31 i/s including World Record Club tapes. Call
for free copy or send 1$^ mailing fee. Dept. T.R.3 Teletape Ltd., 33
Edgware Road, W.2 PAD 1942.
Ask your dealer for American Ferrodynamics " Brand Five"
recording tapes. The best tape value!
Find that review you want—get a copy of the index to volumes
I, 2 & 3 Tape Recorder. Price 2s. each posted.
Use up those odd lengths of tape, splice them together professionally after reading " How to Splice Tape", price 2s. 6d. posted, from
The Tape Recorder. 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.l.
All makes of tape recorders repaired or modified. Minitlux heads
supplied. " Audiomaster " equipment serviced. Audio installations built
to your specification by John C. Latham, Deimos Ltd., 8 Corwell Lane,
Hillingdon, Middx.
American recording tape 1,800 ft. LP. 7 in. Boxed. 24s. 6d. Lot*
of 4 90s. Money back guarantee. Trade enquiries invited.—Zodiac
Ltd., 19 Gerrard Street, W.I.
Lee Electronics offer famous manufacturer's zipped waterproof canvas
Tape Recorder Covers, complete with microphone compartment at half
retail prices. Send for comprehensive lists: 400 Edgware Road. Tel.:
PADdinglon 5521.
Tape Recorders. Save from 30 per cent, to 60 per cent, on the
original price. Large stock of secondhand, new, shop soiled machines.
All guaranteed. Obtainable on our No Interest Terms. Best part
exchange allowances on your existing equipment. Call, write, 'phone
today for free list. Quotation and details. Our mail order covers the
whole country. R. E. W. Earlsfield Ltd., 266 Upper Tooting Road,
London, S.W.17. Balham 7710.

ipecionsfs in High Fidelity
ISO HIGHER BRIDGE STREET

Phone: 23093
.BOLTON

R.E.S. (COVENTRY) LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN HIGH FIDELITY
and all makes of Tape Recorders
All leading makes of High Fidelity Equipment stocked and demonstrated under ideal conditions. ★ The Best Selection—Terms and
After Sales Service in the MIDLANDS.
R.E.S. (Coventry) Ltd. 128 Far Gosford St.
Coventry 28781/2
FARNHAM, SURREY
Stockists of all the leading makes of High-Fidelity Equipment
Comparative Demonstrations
★ Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
J Personal service and satisfaction guaranteed
Specialists in custom-built Hi-Fi Equipment
LLOYD & KEYWORTH LTD, The Record Shop
26/7 Downing Street, Farnham, Surrey.
Telephone: Farnham 5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI DEALERS
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE (HALIFAX)
Stock all the best Tape Recorders; Hi-Fi Equipment;
Tape; L-P Records, etc.
DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY BY EXPERT STAFF
2 years FREE SERVICE ON NEW RECORDERS over £35
30 King Cross Street, Halifax.
'phone 66832
LEICESTER
ALL YOUR HI Fl REQUIREMENTS
H.M.V. QUAD LEAK ROGERS
Speakers by: TANNOY
MORDAUNT
LOWTHER
W.B.
WHARFEDALE GOODMANS.
Tape: FERROGRAPH
REFLECTOGRAPH
GRUNDIG
SIMON BRENELL.
Record Department: ALL LABELS-PARASTAT SERVICE.
LEICESTER CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED, High Street, Leicester.
Tel; 20431

BUILD A HIGH QUALITY TRICOLUMN LOUDSPEAKER
FOR UNDER £5
using the Elec 8N/148 drive unit.
Full building instructions are available in reprint form for
R. N. Baldock's remarkable Tricolumn loudspeaker.
In February 1962 Ralph West wrote: "They were even
subjected to A-B tests against other speakers of considerably
greater cost. Quite unfair really, but the results were most
surprising ... To round off, this is In no way a mere gimmick, but a serious loudspeaker design of very reasonable
performance."
Can t
Send 2s. 6d. for complete instructions.

The Largest Electrical store in the North
TAPE
RECORDERS

Hi-Fi BOOKS, 99 MORTIMER ST., LONDON, W.l

and HI-FI
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158, NEW BRIDGE STREET,
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE I
Telephone; 29866

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

YOUR TAPE DEALER

WESTWOOD'S
46 GEORGE STREET
PHONE: 47783

For Sale (continued)
Unusual American L.Pj and Pre-recorded Tapes. Ben Charles, 480
Muswell Hill, Broadway, London, N.10.
Ferrograph 422 and 4 A/N always in stock ready for immediate
delivery and demonstration. City & Essex Tape Recorder Centres. See
page 319.
Your choice of tape equipment, or pre-recorded tapes offered in exchange for iteims connected with pre-1929 motoring books, magazines,
photographs, accessories, even complete cars. J. Berry. 88 Wesifields
Avenue, London, S.W.13.
Foreign Languages On Tape from 38s. 6d. French, Italian, Spanish,
German, Russian. Full money-back guarantee. Details from B.B.S.
Ltd. (Dept. TR), 10 Bayley Street, London, W.C.I.
Full building inslructioas for the remarkable " Tricolumn" loudspeaker are available in reprint form from Hi-Fi News, 99 Mortimer
Street, London, W.I. Price 2s. 6d. post free.
Tape Bargains in all sizes. Example: Top Brand 5J in. 1,200 ft.
I9s. 6d., P. & P. Is. 3d. S.A.E. for list. Large choice of new and
used recorders.—E. C. Kingsley & Co., 132 Tottenham Court Road,
London. W.I. EUS 6500.
Grundig MA 1 Transistor tape pre-amplifiers suitable for use as
microphone transformer, pick-up and tape head booster. Listed at
4{ gns. offered at £2 17s. 6d. Send for full details and free lists.—
Lee Electronics, 400 Edgwarc Road, W.2. Paddinglon 5521.
Walnut Cabinet 30 in. x 30 in. x 16 in., £8. Reflex Cabinet 12 in.
x 12 in. x 30 in. Rosewood fitted 10 in., 3 in. speakers £7. Grant,
29 Newstead Road, S.E.I2.
Tape and gram equipment repairs/mods.—Harding Electronics,
I20A Mora Road, Cricldewood, N.W.2.
World famous brand of recording tape. Sole importers of Adam
Stag party tapes and records send S.A.E. for brochures.—Slag Imported Records, 44 South Croxted Road, London, S.E.21.
Telefunkcn 85 portable very good condition £40 offers.—Box No.
(Leics) 298.
Fi-Cord high fidelity portable tape recorder complete with
Grampian DP.4/N microphone, 3 sets rechargeable batteries and
charger unit. Spare long-play tapes all mint condition, £45 o.n.o.
Friesner, 239 Gt. Clowes Street, Salford 7. Lanes.
Professional tape recorder E.M.I. TR.5I. Full track 74/15 i/s
perfect condition, best offer over £60.—8 Langdale Road, Tnornton
Heath, Surrey. Phone: THO 6398.
All American pre-recorded stereophonic tapes supplies. Send
4s. 6d. for complete catalogue, all makes.—Imported Records, 42
Broadway, London, S.W.I.

of

OXFORD

PETERBOROUGH. NORTHANTS

Ttl:SS4S

GAMPKINS RECORD SHOP
RECORD TAPE AND Hl-R EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
address

15 LONG CAUSEWAY
(IN CITY CENTRE)

^

HAMILTON ELECTRONICS
HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE RECORDERS 35 LONDON ROAD
TEL. 28622

SOUTHAMPTON

SOUTH A M PTON—SALISBURY
All the best makes of Tape Recorders
■jlr Hi-Fi Systems and Records
it Expert knowledge and advice
The West of England
High Fidelity Specialists
411 SH ,LEY ROAD
. SOUTHAMPTON
J. F. C|
OtJJTTrVTN
I ■ V/|T| |5_lg "QUEEN STREET.
SALISBURY
WORTHING, SUSSEX
We stock Hi-Fi Equipment by Leak, Quad, Goodsell,
RCA, Acos, Garrard, Collaro, Tannoy, Wharfedale and
Goodman and give fully comparative Demonstrations
BOWER & WILKINS LTD.
I Becket Bldgs., Littlehampton Road Worthington 5142

HI-FI FOR BEGINNERS
This is the first title in a long-awaited series of Hi-Fi books,
and we recommend it thoroughly to every enthusiast.
PRICE 7/6d., plus 9d. postage.
Available from:
MILES HENSLOW PUBLICATIONS LTD, 99 MORTIMER STREET

FOR

BEST

RESULTS

USE

ferrania

MAGNETIC

Wanted
Lid for Cossor CR1601 £5 offered.—King, Allerwood, Sandhurst
Road, Crowthorne 2259.
Tape and Disc recordings wanted of actor Stanley Baker.—Blaxall,
30 Scarborough Road, London, N.4.
Tape to Disc
Tape/Disc/Tape transfer, editing, duplicating. If quality and durability matter (especially with L.P.s from your precious tapes) consult
Britain's oldest transfer studio. Recording equipment supplied with
home maintenance guarantee. Generous part-exchange. 48-page
photographically illustrated Hi-Fi catalogue 2s. 6d. 1,800 branded
tapes 30s. Sound News, 10 Clifford Street, London, W.l.
Tape to Disc Recordings. Finest professional quality, 10 in. L.P.
35s. (32 mins.); 12 in. L.P. 40s. (45 mins.); 7 in. E.P, 17s, 6d,
48-hour Postal Service. S.a.e. for leaflet to: Deroy Sound Service,
52 Hest Bank Lane, Hest Bank, Lancaster.
Tape to Disc service, editing, and dubbing, all speeds. Studio
available for musical groups. Outside recordings our speciality. Ilford
Sound Recording Service, 63, Ainlree Crescent, Barkingside, Ilford.
Essex. Telephone; CRE 8947 and GRA 5107.
Tape to disc recording service. All speeds. 50 minute L.P.s. Photographic sleeves with all recordings.—E.R.S., 162 Sbirland Road,
London. W.9.

RECORDING TAPE

Index to Volume 3 of THE TAPE RECORDER
Now available
Price 2s. 6d.
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Ttutdboiy

SERIES

6

Stereo Tape Deck
3 speeds

4

TRACK

and

now also by

-

3 heads

4 amplifiers
special
2

Q

request

TRACK

*

EACH
MODEL 110 gns
GB
Tandbery
ELSTONE ELECTRONICS LTD ■ EDWARD STREET

irish

The Tandberg Series 6 is a " no
compromise " instrument capable
of delivering consistently fine
" professional" quality when used
with comparable amplifier and
speaker systems. Booklet of 4-track
technical reviews on request.

TEMPLAR STREET • LEEDS 2 ■ Tel: Leeds 3-SIII (7 lines)

Ferro-sheen process MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE
A. C. FARNELL LTD
HEREFORD HOUSE
VICAR LANE
LEEDS 2
T«l. LEEDS 3-5111

LEADING STOCKISTS OF EQUIPMENT FOR
TAPE and HI-FI
... and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS
•A Minimum Deposit
■k No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months
•k Free Service during Guarantee Period
Prices subject to alteration as announced
by manufacturers.
HI-FI DEPT. Now
Jason JTL Unit
29 gns. AT OUR
door to Recorders
Grampian Reflector ... £5.15.0 next
•STEREO
AND MONO
• MICROPHONES AND
AMPLIFIERS
MIXERS
Quad Chapman Rogers
Leak Dulcl Armstrong
Grampian GR/2 as advertised
Grampian DP/4 Dynamic
£8. 0.0 Tripletone
Lustraphone VR/70 as advertised
•TUNERS
Quad Rogers Pye
Luttraphone VR/64
Ribbon
£7.17.6
Leak Dulci Armstrong
Chapman
Luttraphone LFV/59
Dynamic ... ... ... £8.18.6 SLOUDSPEAKERS by
uad
Kelly
Simon 'Cadenza' Ribbon
£10.10.0
Wharfcdale
Retlo Ribbon or Dynamic
£9.12.6 W.B.
Reslo Cardioid
£9.12.6 Goodmans Tannoy
AKG Stereo D.88
£19.19.0 Mordaunt Leak
TSL 3 Channel Mixer ... £2. 7.6 •MOTORS. PICKUPS
Grundig Mixer ... ... £16.16.0 Garrard Tannoy EMI
Lenco
Shur*
AKG K 50 Headphones ... £7.10.0 Goidring
Connoisseur Decca Stereo
Alto in stock microphones by
ACOS. FILM INDUSTRIES.
DeccaDeram
Mk. II
TELEFUNKEN. A.K.G.
Philips
Ronette
All-Balance. B&O
All WALGAIN PRODUCTS
Ortofon
SME
Mk. II
Stands of all types and accessories
• TAPES & ACCESSORIES Acos
All
types
of
Diamond
Sapphire
Standard, Double Play and Long Play In styll, stereo and mono.andMlcrollfts,
all lizes by all leading makers.
Garrard
SPG3.
Acos
Dust
Bug.
# Pre-recorded Tapes by Columbia, CABINETS
H.M.V.. and all E.M.I. Labels, Saga, Tutor- Record Housing
tape. etc.
Bib, Bond and Romagna splicers. Match- Leak 'Southdown'
ing transformers. Plugs, sockets, etc.

©IF

• TAPE RECORDERS AT 169/171
•Telefunk.n 96 A Tr. ... 69 fns.
Akai M6 J 8t 4 Tr. St. ... 130 gns.
•Telefunken 97 Stereo ... 95 gns.
Akal d« lux* 69
Truvox Series 80/2 Tr. ... 55 gnt.
Branell Mk. V Model M ... II
88 gnt.
Truvox Series 80/4 Tr. ... 59 gnt.
•Breneli Mk. V
64 fn».
Truvox R7
82 gnt.
Brenell 3 star
58 gns.
Veriton* 16
91 gns.
Breneli 3 star stereo
89 gns.
Uher Universal
83 gns.
Cottor 4Tr. 1602
38 gns.
•Vortexlon WVA
£93.13.0
Cottor 4 Tr. 1601
59 gnt.
•Vortexlon WVB
£110.3.0
Cottor 1603 4 Tr
28 gnt.
•Vortexlon C Stereo ... £148.10.0
Elizabethan 'Popular* ... 22 gnt.
•Vortexlon CBL Stereo ...
£160
•Ferrograph 422 or 424 ... 110 gnt.
Wyndsor International ... 69 gnt,
•Ferrograph 4AN
81 gnt.
BATTERY PORTABLES
•Ferrograph 4AN/S
88 gnt.
Cottor 1620
25 gns.
Fidelity Argyll Major
28 gnt.
Grundig Memorette
55 gnt.
Orundig TKI4
35 gnt.
Philips
Portable
24
gnt.
Grundig TK 23 4 Tr.
45 gnt.
Loewe
Opta
412
45
gnt.
Grundlg TK40 4 Tr
75 gnt.
(Mains/Battery/Car)
i/Ba
•Grundig TK60 Stereo ... 128 gnt.
Butoba
66
gns.
Loewe Opta 404 2 tp. 4 Tr. 53 gnt.
Grundig TKI
29 gns.
Loewe Opta 403
43 gns.
Clarion
Phonotrix
39
gns.
Philips 4 Tr. 3541
36 gnt.
Fi-Cord 202
66 gns.
Philips 4 Tr. 3542
59 gnt.
Stella
25 gns.
Philips 3514 4 Tr
27 gns.
Stuzzi Memo-Cord
25 gns.
•Reflectograph 'A* i Tr. ... 105 gnt.
•Microphone extra
•Reflectograph 'B' f Tr. ... 115 gns.
Mains
Power
Pack
for
Robuk
36 gnt.
Philips or Stella ...
•Simon SP5
93 gns.
Grundig Mains Power Pack 8£5.0.0
gns.
Sony Stereo 462 4 Tr. ... 75 gnt.
Truvox Decks with Pre-Amps
Sony 521 Stereo
124 gns.
PD
82—Standard
Twin
Tr.
£42.0.0
Stellaphone 4 Tr
39 gnt.
PD 85—Professional 4 Tr. £52.10.0
Sftellaphone 4 Tr
59 gnt.
PD 86—Professional 4 Tr.
Stuzzi 4 Tr.
28 gnt.
Stereo
£63.00.
Stuzzi Tri-Corder
63 gnt.
169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6
•Tandberg Series VI Stereo
Tape Decks by Breneli, Between St. Leonard's Church
i or | Track
110 gns.
Wright & Weaire.
STReatham 0466/0192
•Tandberg Mono. 3B ... 76 gnt.
and Streatham Station
•Telefunken 85 KL
... 79 gns.
Tape to disc and copy service
Please note this Is our enly address
•Telefunken 95
59 cnt.
365

I

announcing . . .
EXPERIMENTAL RECORDING
for beginners
by A. Tutchlngs
This is the second book in our new "Hi-Fi Books" series and
presents in convenient form the series of articles by A. Tutchings
on "Twenty Practical Experiments in Magnetic Recording" and
full instructions on "Buiiding a fully portable recorder". This
uses a clockwork motor and has been acclaimed from all parts
of the world for its ingenious design and high quality recording.
Limited print order.
NOW AVAILABLE
Obtainable only from the publishers, price S/9 inc. p. & p.
HI-FI BOOKS, 99 MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W.I

AO
AUDIO

m

HOW TO SPLICE TAPE
If you use tape, sooner or later you will need to know how to
splice tape—how to repair simple or complicated breaks—how
to edit your material — how to cut out words or syllables, etc.
All this is described in a well-illustrated booklet, in which
stage-by-stage photos and text provide the complete answer
to professional tape splicing.
Price 2/3

I

Postage paid

THE TAPE RECORDER
99 Mortimer Street, London, W.I

I

ADVERTISERS"
A.K.
B.A.S.F. Chemicals Ltd
A. Brown & Sons, Ltd. ...
Chelsea Record Centre
City & Essex Tape Recorder Centres
Elstone Electronics Ltd. ...
E.M.I. Tape Ltd
Ferrania Magnetic Recording Tape
Fi-Cord Ltd
Francis of Streatham
Gevaert Ltd
Grundig (G.B.) Ltd.
Heathkit
Howard Tape Recorders
Geo. Jeffrey Ltd.
Kingswood Supplies
Lee Electronics
M.S.S. Recording Co. Ltd.
Northgate (Cameras) Ltd.
Nusound Recording Co.
Philips Electrical Ltd
R. E. W. Earlsfield Ltd
Reeves Sound Service Ltd.
Reps Tape Recorders Ltd.
Studio 99 ...
The Garrard Engineering & Manufacturing C Ltd
The Recorder Co.
Telesurance Ltd
Tellux Ltd
Truvox Ltd.
Valradio Ltd
D. Vllliers
N. Walker
Wellington Acoustic Laboratories
World Record Club ... ...
Zonal Film (Magnetic Coatings) Ltd.

I

/ /
Hi-Fi News
99 Mortimer Street
London, W.I., England
I enclose 35/ for a 1 year subscription to AUDIO
which is to be mailed post-free from the U. S.
(Please print or type name and address)
Name
Address
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HOWARD

HOWARD sells more Tape Recorders than any other Specialist in
the Country. Why? Find out by writing or phoning for Free Brochures & Full Details of our Terms
and Offers—we guarantee you cannot get belter.
HOWARD TAPE RECORDERS, 218, High Street, Bromley, Kent. RAVensbournc 4000 & 4477
367

How tape recording began?
What to look for in a tape recorder?
How to put a play on tape?
How easy it is to add sound to photo slides
and home movies?
The many ways of creating home-made sound effects?
About microphones and microphone techniques?
How to copy your favourite tapes?
How to cure faults and avoid failures?
The collar stiffener trick for putting sound on sound?
The safest way to clean tape?
The many ways of using magnetic recording tape?

All these points and many more
are dealt with in
BASF
Tape Manual
the easy guide to
successful tape recording
and it costs only 1/6.
Send for your copy today
(P.O.'s only please) to

CHEMICALS LIMITED
5a Gillespie Road London N5

TaPe

